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The Thoroughbred's new Head
Coach Rob McDonald is not
only a graduate ofMurruy State,
but a fonner member of the
baseball team as well. Read
about him in the sports section.
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An artist's rendering shows what the face of the new residential college will look like. The names will remain the same as Richmond and Clark colleges eventually move into opposite sides of the building.

Plans emerge for new residential college
Clark, Richmond
to offer choices
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A new parking lot for the
building will replace the
Purcell tennis courts currently in front of Regents
College.The courts will
be moved beside Hester.

by Vanessa Childe.rs
Assistant News Editor

Despite the $2.9 million budget cuts suffered by Murray Stote, officials continue planning for the construction of the new $22 million residence hall and hope to
open it by the fall 2005 semester.
"The new facility will not be paid for with state
funds," Associate Vice President of Facilities Management Dewey Yeatts said. ''The University will issue
bonds through the city of Murray, and the bond payments will be made by revenue produced by student
housing fees."
Steve Cherry, architect and associate with Luckett &
Farley Architects, Engineers and Construction Managers. designed the new residence hall.
Luckett & Farley associates have designed wellknown facilities such a.:; Papa John's Cardinal Stadium
at the University of Louisville and Churchill Downs.
'The design at Murray State is kept with the classical,
traditional structure that we have been building these
last few years," Cherry ..:;aid. ''Murray State is looking to
be able to provide a new set of amenities for its students."
University President F. King Alexander said planning
for the facility started eight month.~ ago. The newest set
of building plans showcases a three-story. 206-room
college that will house a maximum of 480 residents.
Cherry said the plans are not finalized but will
become more refined as the design and construction
processes continue.
"Typically. we begin when universities give us an
idea of what they need, and we can design from there,"
Cherry said.
Yeatts said the hall will feature a coffee shop and a
common area on the first floor with a two-story-high
ceiling, both of which will be open to the public.
Each half of the building will have a roofless courtyard. Planners have not determined whether grass will
be planted or concrete and planters will be placed in the

Open-air courtyards
enclosed by the new
complex will probably
include lots of concrete
planters instead of grass
(which would have to be
cut regularly).

The hallway between the
courty&rds will be open to
the public. The space at
the end will house a coffee shop where students
and faculty can mingle
and relax.

..... ...

draft courtesy of Dewey Yeatts

see NEW COLLEGE I 3

The current driveway that
runs in front of Regents
College will need to be
redirected around the
new complex. Officials
are currently working with
the city to make an alternate route to Chestnut
Street.

A proposed layout of the new complex shows the building's location in relation to the Curris Center and Regents College.

Merchandiser's unique book collection
features intriguing black history stories
by Vanessa Childers

"I don't do displays because they are about
African-Americans," she said. "I do them
because they are important."
In the back right comer of the University
In addition to the Black History Month disStore, a pillar display case, nestled between the play, Mullins is organizing a "Banned in the
special order desk and the children's publica- USA'' collection, which includes books once
tions, showcases an eclectic arrangement of prohibited in the United States because of controversial content such as sexuality and antibooks about black history.
Each month, Debbie Mullins. book mer- nationalistic sentiment.
chandiser for the store, arranges a display on
Some books included in the "Banned" disthe pillar. For February, she decided to shelve play include: "Go Ask Alice," "The Advenbooks focused on a Black History Month tures of Huckleberry Finn," "The Awakening"
theme.
and "Anne Frank: The Diary of a Young Girl."
"I'm a .stickler for the First Amendment,"
"We have a really good collection," said
Mullins, who orders all magazines and non- Mullins said. "l just love this display."
Jack Vaughn, director of the University
textbooks for the store. "I found some books
relating to black history that many JXOple did- Store, said Mullins is a wonderful addition to
n't know about."
the store's staff.
Her display features a broad collection of
"She's excellent," Vaughn said. "She just
black history books ranging from "Hidden in does a wonderful job.''
Plain View," abour the quilts hung outside
He said sales have increased since Mullins
windows of houses during the time of the was hired in May 2003.
"She just keeps abreast of everything, and
Underground Railroad, to "The Boondocks
Treasury," a comic strip compilation by Aaron she learns something new every day," Vaughn
McGruder, the first black male to have a syn- said. "She's not only good for the bookstore
but also for the University. I am proud to have
dicated comic strip.
Other featured books are Mo' nique's "Skin- her as a part of our staff.''
Just around the comer from the Black Histony Women are Evil" and a biography on
Madam C. J. Walker, the first black female ry Month display are shelves lined with children's books.
millionaire.
Although her four children are grown and
Mullins said she started planning and ordering books for the display in late December. but living in Cleveland, Ohio, Mullins said she still
the Black History Month arrangement is not enjoys reading children's books and takes
pride in the children's section of the Universiher first themed display.
For National Native American Month in ty Store.
Shelves in the children's books section of
November, she ordered te.\ts about Native
Americans, and in January, she displayed diet
books for people working toward achieving
see BOOKS / 3
their new year resolutions.
A">sistant News Eclitor

Public outcry
makes officials
rethink Wickliffe
closing
by Melissa Kilcoyne
News Editor

J,mna Tanner/The News

Debbie Mullins sets up her display of black history books.

Despite the recent announcement of Wickliffe
Mounds' closure, officials are pursuing various revenue
sources to form a partnership with Murray Stale and
keep the facility operating.
Wickliffe Mound~ is a research center, archae<llogical
site, museum und welcome center with four mounds
located about 60 miles from Murray in Ballard County.
The items at the site were excavated in the 19:l0s and
Native American remains were later preserved, according 19 the Wickliffe Mounds' Murray State Web site.
University President F. King Alexander said he hopes
to keep the facility open, but the University needs help
funding it.
"We'll keep it open if (those who use its services) can
help us find money to do iL." he said. "We're asking for
help in saving it."
Wickliffe Mounds officials originally announced the
facility would close June 30 because of a cut in University funds. but efforts are being made to remedy this
problem with outside revenue sources.
Alexander said the University is trying to cooperate
with the Ballard County Chamber of Commerce in saving the facility.
"I've heard from alumni, students, people that enjoy
it from the educational aspect. faculty from other institutions," Alc.\ander said. "Native Americans all the way
from New Mexico ... don't want to sell it to just anybody. I have a great concern it doesn't tum into a tourist
.stand.''

see WICKUFFE I 3

Ne-ws Editor: Melio;sa Kilcoyne
Assistant News Editor: Vanes~t 01ild~rs
Phone: 762-4468
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•Police l3eat

In the Feb. 6 publication, the
time and place of the Campus
Wide Forum wa.o; incorrectly list·
ed in the calendar. The forum
was supposed to have taken
place at 6 p.m., Feb. 11 in the
Freed Curd Auditorium.
The calendar incorrt.>etJy listed
the time of the Celebrate our
Black History through Art event
on Jan. 12 as 7 p.m. The correct
time was 6 p.m.
The calendar listed that the
Murray Civic Music Association
charges a fee for its concerts.
MCMA admits students free
with a Racercard.

Thursday, Feb. 5
1:13 a.m. A resident adviser in

Regents College reported the
smell of marijuana coming from
a room, but advised he was
un,lble to locate the source.
1:12 p.m. An officer issued a
citation on Chestnut Street to a
driver tlf a vehicle for non-functioning brake lights and for failure to provide proof of insurance. The subjt•ct has a court
date scheduled for Feb. 24.
10:08 p.m. An officer issued a
citJtion nt Five Points to a dri·
ver of a vehicle who did not
have a driver's license, car
insurance or proper registration.

'

Rashod Taylor/The News

Dance company presents
'Jankville' next weekend

J acob Dunman, junior from Jeffersonville, Ind., laughs aU Abe
Brummett, junior from Edwardsville, Ill., as Brummett
The MOZZ Dance Company attempts to walk a straight line while wearing •drinking' gogwill present "Jankville: Welcome gles Tuesday in the Eliza beth CoUege •Reflections of C runkto Our World" at 7 p.m. Friday,
ness' program, set up by two resident ad visers in Elizabeth
Feb. 20 and Saturday, Feb. 21
College.
and at 2 p.m. Sunday, Feb. 22 in
5:30 to 6:30p.m. Tuesday in Memorial Award are also avail·
from
Lovett Auditorium. Tickets are
the
hall's
lobby.
able.
$3 with and $5 without a RacerRepresentatives
from
several
For more information, phone
card.
University
departments
will
the
SCA Office at 762-6951.
Also, the company will have
answer
questions
regarding
varan informational table set up on
Public forum showcases
the Curris Center second floor ious majors, areas and rhmors.
This is a Passport to Success.
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. daily next
diverse media coverage
week. For more information, Refreshments will be served.
The department of journalism
For more information, e-mail
phone Karsia Slaughter at 762·
and mass communications will
rchs@murraystate.edu.
3376 or Beth Buchanan at 762sponsor "Are You Being Served?
6S45.
How the Media Cover Diverse
Applications available
Demographics and Croups in
Women's Center offers
for faculty, staff awards
Their Communities" at 7 p.m.
The Student Government Tuesday in Freed Curd Audito·
assertiveness training
Association
is accepting applica- rium.
The Women's Center will offer
tions
for
individuals
who want
This is a public forum, featurassertiveness training to any
to
be
nominated
for
the
Max
ing
panelists from "The Cominterested students, faculty and
Carmen
Outstanding
Teacher
mercial
Appeal," the "Kentucky
staff.
Award.
New
Era,
the "Mayfield Messen·
The first meeting is scheduled
The
award
is
given
in
ger"
recogni·
and
other
local media outfrom 12:30 to 1:45 p.m. Tuesday
tion
of
the
recipients'
teaching
lets.
in Ordway Hall Room 301. The
For more information, phone
training will continue for nine excellence inside and outside the
classroom.
Only
students
may
762-2387.
sessions.
For more information, phone nominate a professor .
Applications are available in
the center at 762-3140.
the SCA office and all nomina· Campus Briefly is compiled by
tions must be recciv~d by noon Vanessa Childers, assistant ntws
Regents College society
Friday, Feb. 27.
•'
editor. Submit items for campus
sponsors department fair
Applications for the Jim Saur- briefly by calling 762-4468 or
The Regents College Honor er Outstanding Staff Service emailing vancssa.childers@murSociety will host a majors fair Award and the. Ralph H. Woods raystate.e edu

'

Sunset Boulevard Music is now
located in the yellow building beside
Wendy's on Chestnut Street!

Friday, Feb. 6
12:14 a.m.

Cora Adams, 71 ,
from Mayfield, was arrested for
criminal trespassing. She had
been banned from campus at an
earlier date and was informed
to not return to University
grounds.
12:18 a.m. A caller from
F1anklin Hall advised a resident was having a ~izure in his
room, but the door was locked
and no one could get inside to
assist him. The front desk worker was notified and provided a
key for the responding Emergency Medical Services. A
report was taken.
1:17 p.m. The College Courts
residence director reported
dryer smoke coming from the
north end of one of the buildings The Murray Fire Depart·
ment was notified, and a report
'vas taken.

Saturday, Feb.7
1:17 a.m. An officer issued a
verbal warning to the driver of
a veh1cle for driving in the
incorrect direction on a oneway street.
10:04 a.m. An officer issued a
verbal warning to three subjects
who were sledding on a hill

near the Curris Center.
1:10 p.m. A caller reported a
hawk new into the breezeway
of Clark College. An officer cap·
tured the bird and took it to
Public Safety until it could be
transported to a rehabilitation
facility.

Sunday, Feb~ &
8:46 a.m. An officer reported a

building. A citation was issued
to a subject outside the building
for the possession of dnag paraphernalia.
9:19 a.m. A subject at Public
Safety reported a stolen ce11
phone. A report was taken, and
the situation is under investigation.
11:26 a.m. A University Store
employee reported the theft of
artwork. Th~ employee said he
would talk to the staff to discuss their options before beginning an investigation. A report
was taken.
11:40 a.m. A Public Safety offi·
cer assisted officers from the
Murray Police ~partment with
a vehicle versus pedestrian accident at the crosswalk on 16th
Street and Calloway Avenue. A
report was taken, and the incident is under investigation.

hole in the ground · near the
north comer of Winslow Dining
Hall. Central Plant was notified
and covered the hole to be fixed
permanently at a later date.
8:55 p.m. An officer issued a
verbal warning to the driver of
a vehide who failed to tum on
his headlights.
11:38 p.m. The residence direc·
tor of White College requested
Emergency Medical Services
respond to a resident who
passed out on the Sl'Venth floor.
The subject was transported to Wednesday, Feb. 11
Murray-Callaway County Hos- 12:06 a.m. A caller advised he
pital.
smelled natural gas near Roy
Stewart Stadium An officer
responded to the scene but did
Monday, Feb. 9
not
smell the gas. Central Plant
1:32 p.m. A caller reported a
was
notified.
subject having a seizure in the
9:24 a.m. An officer issued a
Blackburn Science Building.
verbal warning to a driver of a
Emergency Medial Services
vehicle who failed to yield to a
transported the individual to
pedestrian in the crosswalk at
Murray-Callaway County Hos16th Street and Calloway
pital.
Avenue.
2:46 p.m. A caller from Springer
4:39 p.m. A caller from Rich·
College reported a resident takmond College reported she
ing an excessive amount of
dropp,ed a spoon into the heater
pills. The Office of Student
of Room 417 and requested
Affairs was notified, and Emer·
someone remove it. Central
gency Medical Services transPlant was advised.
ported the subject to MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Racer ijscorts: 10
9:01 p.m. A caller from College
Motorists Assists: 1
Courts requested Emergency
Arrests: 1
Medical Services respond to a
subject who was having a
seizure. A report was taken.
Police Heat is compiled by Vanessa·

Tuesday, Feb. 10

Midnight: A caller from Rich·
mond College report('d the
smell of mtrijuana outsid~ the

Cl1ilders, assistant news editor,
with materials provided by Public
Safety. All dispatched calls are uot
listed.
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Best
Music

Store!

Holly Cherry • Owner & Designer
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AND GET 10% OFF
• 1/2 DoZEN RosES $35
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Join
..~Peace Corps.
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.
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New College:

Wickliffe:

Range of bedroom suites now available

Legislative support introduces
chance to save historic facility

From Page 1
areas.
Yeatts said eventually students will be
asked what they would rather have in the
counyun.ls.
"As for rooms. (the new building) ha.o; a
lot of variations of rooms and suites,"
Yeatts :.aid. "The rooms will be bigger and
will be consistent with today's standards."
Residents will be able to choose one of
five room options.
For students who need their peace and
quiet, private rooms with seduded bath·
rooms are available.
"Private bedrooms are kind of nice
because you can shut the door to your
room to shut out noise or to study," Yeatts
said.
For residents who enjoy having a roommate, a double room is an option. Two
beds and one bathroom are shared between
two people.
The three-bedroom suite offers separate
bedrooms for residents. but the three suitemates share a living area and a bathroom.
Four- and five-bedroom suites are also
available. In the five-bedroom suite, five

From Page 1
3

illustration courtesy of Dewey Yeatts

Drafted plans show different possible room configurations. Students can
choose between one. two, three, four or five bedroom suite layouts.
suitemates share two bathrooms and onl!
living area.
Alexander said the new residence hall is
meant to eventually "phase out" Richmond and Clark colleges. Both colleges
will be incorporated into the building. but
they will keep their separate mascots and
colors.
"Once you've established those colleges

r

... (you) want to keep the tradition,"
Alexander said.
University officials and the architects
plan to complete the new residence hall by,
August 2005.
Said Alexander: "I think it's going to be
an amazing living faci lity with amenities
for student.; that they've needed for two
decades."

Books:
Avid reader excels at locating rare publications
From Page 1
the store are lined with classics
such as "If You Give a Moose a
Muffin" and "Oh, the Place:.
You'll Go!"
Despite the extensive list of
books she has read, Mullins
listed "Harold and His Purple
Crown," which she used to read
to her children, as one of her
three favorites.
Mullins said she became an
avid reader at the age of I0 after
finishing the book, "Are You
There God'lll' s Me. Margaret."
"My school required every-

one to have a library card," she
said. "We had to read a cenain
number of books each summer.
That book just ignited me."
Mullins and three friends
later organized a small book
club in which they read and discussed novels of all genres.
Although she and her friends
wer~ ridiculed for being bookworms, Mullins said education
and reading were imponam in
her family .
Because of her passion for
reading, Mullins said she is sad-

dened to see apathetic attitudes
of some people toward reading.
"It's sad that students are losing their imagination," Mullins
said. '1'hcy'd rather point and
click. Instead of point and click,
I'd rather tum a page. You can
always glean from reading."
Mullins worked for the U.S.
Postal Service for 16 years
before taking her position at
Murmy State.
In addition to her displays,
Mullins also special orders
books for customers.

"If you've got a special order
you need, even if the book is
rare or almost out of print, 99
percent of the time she' II find it
for you," Vaughn said.
Mullins said her job is very
enjoyable, and she loves each
fun-filled day, but it all comes
back to her love affair with
reading.
"(Reading) is almost like
you're opening your own little
world," Mullins said. "It's like
you •re being nosy and peeking
into wonderful works of art."
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stand."
but I think Murray does have an obligation,
Julie Thomas, president of the Ballard once they've accepted it. to preserve it for
County Chamber of Commerce. said com- the public," Pollack said.
merce officials are contacting state legislaMurray State has managed Wickliffe
tors to see if c:tate funds are an available Mounds' operations since 1983. Pollack ~aid
option. She said Wickliffe Mounds would the University received Federal Highway ,
help with the funding problem if it had Enhancement funds and state funds from the
money available.
Heritage Council to make improvements in
"We hope to meet down (at the mounds) the early 1990s.
and make sure we are e~ploring every
"They were given the money with the idea
avenue," she said. "We're going to do every- it would be open to the public," he said.
thing in our power to make sure the doors "They never would have received federal
don't close."
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -funds if they were
Thomas contacted "
m going to do all that I going to shut it do~ o
Rep. Charles Geveden can to fund it and keep it open in a few years."
and Sen. Bob Leeper in
I
''
According to the
hopes of organizing a as ong as we can.
Kentucky State Antiqmeeting to discuss the
uities Act, Pollack
center's future
Re p. Charles Geveden
said the University i~
Geveden said he Kentucky House of Hcprcsentutivcs responsible for seeing
spoke with Alexander
that the historic land it
about ways to keep the facility operating.
owns is not destroyed or looted.
"(Wickliffe Mounds) is very imponant to
"If they neglect the site, they ~.o-nn be held
the University and Kentucky," Geveden accountable," he said. "They do have to presaid. ''It is utilized by school (children) from serve and protect it. Allowing it to detcrioall over western Kentucky and some from rate would violate the act."
Illinois, Missouri and even Tennessee."
Alexander said to keep Wickliffe Mounds
Visitors to Wickliffe Mounds also include operating, Murray State will need additional
tour groups from across the country, funds by the end of the academic year.
Thomas said.
•
Director of Wickliffe Mounds and Murray
"If (Wickliffe Mounds) closes. it shuts State archeology professor Kit Wesler said
down that learning experience for (elemen- University officials told him very little about .
tary children). and that's something they the future of the facility.
can' t get from anywhere else around here,"
" If the money can be found somewhere,
she said.
then perhaps with a partnen;hip with somcGeveden agreed the site was imponant to one else, it cap be left open." he said. ··1
school children and it brings some tourism haven't heard of any such partnership."
to the area.
Wesler said.
"I'm going to do all that 1 can to see that
Along with providing a cultural experiwe can fund it and keep it open as long as we ence for those in the area, Thomas said
can," he said.
Wickliffe Mounds adds to the economic staDavid Pollack, director of the Kentucky bility of the county by bringing a lilcady
Archaeological Survey. said Murray State now of guests to spend money at area busihas an obligation to ensure Wickliffe nesses.
Mounds' preservation.
Said Thomas: "Ideally, we're looking for
"It's a good thing (for the University) to more of a long-term commitment and not a
try and see if they can get a private partner, change every year in funding."

Are you lool<i ng
for an edge in
Ia nd ing that
dream job?

058 Messenger 059 Xl. M!SS~JV:I
w!Zip
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Strap

303 N. 12th • Murray Loca ted In University Square · 759· 2100

MSU Appreciation
Week, Feb. 13-20!

25/o OFF
ANY SANDWICH
w/ MSU I.D.*
"STOP BY AND
GET TO
KNOW USI"
*Offer not valid on delivery.

1301 Main ~t. • Murray

753-7715

join us for an evening where you wi ll learn to master the dining
and social skills needed to make a great first impression.

\\FOUR COURSES TO SUCCESS"
is a program designed for graduating seniors and graduate
students in the College of Business and Publ ic Affairs.
O n the evening of Tuesday, March 2 starting at 6 p.m. in the Curris Center
Ballroom, Ms. Amy Agyeman, an interview and professional enhancement
consultant, w ill give the College of Business and Public Affairs students the
tips and ski lls designed to impress people in the business world.

FOR MORE INFORMATION,
please stop by Room 109 of the Business Building or phone 762-6970.
Reservations are required and must be made by Tuesday, February 17.
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Opinion Editor: Taylor Ewing
Phone: 762-4468
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How will you celebrate
Valentine's Day this year?
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"I'm gonna pick
up my girl, take
her out to dinner,
surprise her with
'lots of gifts and
then start to get
our freak on."
RonnJe Wells
freshman. Louisville

"I just broke up
with my
boyfriend, so [
don't have any
plans. Call me!"

•

Pamela Zibari
freshman, Parsons. Tenn. •

·, "I will spend
Valentine's Day
with my mother.
She is the
sweetest lady in
the world and 1
can think of no
better Valentine."

Freedom of religion
undeniable civil right
Our View
Issue:
THE f RENCH
NATIONAL ~

AssEMBLY
APPROVED A BILL

JatnU5 Edwards

WHICH WILL

junior, Cadiz

PROHIBIT
CHILDREN FROM

"I'm going to
watch all of 'The
Godfather'
movies with my
boyfriend Jack
Daniels."

WEARING
RELIGIOUS ATTIRE
IN PUBLIC
SCHOOLS.

POSITION:
Meredith Alexander
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The staff editorial is the
And rightly so. How
majority opinion of the can a progressive, develeditorial board of "The oped and supposedly
Murray State News." enlightened country like
The editorial board is France possibly justify a
composed of all section blatant denial of its citieditors.
zens' civil rights?
The bill 's proponents
say it is to protect secuFreedom of religion is larism in France; howeva right that has not only er, an individual's right
come to be expected in to worship how he or she
the United States, but in chooses should have no
most of its allies as well. effect on the separation
The right of a person to between c hurch and
worship as he or she state.
In fact, to say the
chooses and to express
that belief is one that church a nd state are
should always be protect- indeed separate. the gov~
ed, and generally .it is emment shou ld make no
upheld in the most devel- ruling in regards to how
oped and powerfu l coun- an individual expresses
his or her respective relitries of the world.
However, one nation gion.
Furthermore, for many
that has taken particular
interest in defending that reJigions, attire like a
freedom for citizens of scarf is not merely an
other
countries,
is expression of faith, but a
attempting to deny its belief in itself.
A law prohibiting a
own citizens of it.
In a recent 494-36 vote, Muslim girl from wearthe French National ing a scarf to school does
Assembly approved a bill not simply impede her
to prohibit children from from expressing her reliwearing any religious gion, but forces her to act
apparel while attending in opposition to it.
There is no justificapublic school.
The banned pampher~ tion for a law which
nalia includes Muslim denies its citizens one of
scarfs, Jewish yannulkes the most valued civil
and large Christian cross- rights in the developed
world today.
es.
The decision, which
We hope domestic and
will go to the Senate next internationaJ criticism
encourage
month and probably take will
the
effect in September, has French government to
drawn criticism from see the error in its ways
members of various reli- and overturn this injusgions around the world.
tice.

Beliefs, not words,
promote.stereotypes
I realize the
topic
I
am
about to raise
can often touch
a nerve in some
people and can
cause
strong
emotional
opinions.
However, my
disclaimer is
that I am confronting
the
issue with a
genuine mindset that I very
well may be at
a
misunder·
ABE
standing in my
BRUMMETT
stance.
For
those
who would attack those who think
differently than they do, I am telling
you that more often than not your
own responses in such cases run
counterproductive to what you are
trying to accomplish. I avidly support the act of discussion over argument when dealing with all the
important 4uestions we face in life.
In my American Culture class we
are rending the book "Ciao Ameri·
ca" by Beppe Severgnini. lt is a
book about an Italian who spends a
year in America and then writes a
book about his experiences.
In his book he talks about gender
words. s uch as "waitron," that are
popping up in order to create a gen ~
der- blind society. Or terms like
"chronologically advantaged" used
to be sensitive to the feelings of the
elderly who have been apparently
jnjured from the negative rhetorical
trampling of a chronologicallyinsensitive societal prejudice.
I may not fully understa nd the relevance of such words, but the entire
concept o f ~tructuring our language
so that it is blind to things like gender, color of skin or age just doesn' t
make nny sense to me.
We're not going to get rid of the
ignorant opinions people attach to
physical parts of the body by trying
to pretend they don't exist. I think
the best thing we can do is just be
who we are, be proud and not
become oversensitive about these
words that may or may not carry a
negative connotation with them.
I am a resident adviser in Elizabeth College, and in training we sit
through hours of workshops on
issues such as diversity. They tell us
we should not use words like
"black" when describing an African·
American in a situation that doesn't
necessitate the use of such a word.
I once had a discussion w ith
another RA who fe lt I shouldn't
refer to him as black when the color
of his skin isn' t relevant to the con·
versation.
But I think it's relevant in that the
color of his skin is a part of who he
is, and I mean that with every bit of
positive intention, in that he should
by all means be proud of every
aspect of himself and not have to
feel as though he is being singled out
in a negative manner.
When I'm talking to you about a
friend of mine, you are going to
make assumptions about this person
in your heud. even by simply picturing what they may look like. As I am
a white male you will most likely
picture my friend as a white male as
well.
So if rny friend does not fit into
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this category it is relevant to correct
the natural, yet incorre~t. ass umptions you may have made. In this I
am promoting nothing negative
about my friend. I'm simply recognizing the physical differences that
often incorporate culturul and
behavioml differences as well.
I am promoting the richness and
diversity of life in doing this. We
aren't all the same, and there is no
sense in pretending we arc.!. But my
point is, there is nothing discriminatory about me doing this because in
this context I have done no evil to
my friend.
I don't understand what people are
trying to solve in pretending they
don't have whatever discriminated
characteristic is in question, because
the second they do that, they have
allowed the bigotry of others to win.
There was another instance in my
Social Problems class where someone had brought in a newspaper article with which they had a problem.
The article was about a stubbmg that
had taken place and the assailant
was described as being an African·
American ll}Uie with a gold chain.
Now I understand people general·
ize. and such a statement seems to be
the typical African-American male
stereotype. But the brute flll'l of the
matter remains that the assailant
may have very well been exactly the
way he was described.
That be in~ the case, no mr;tter how
stereotypical an image he may tit, it
would be an injustice, especially to
the victim of the stubbing. to
exclude a detail about the a ssailant
becau:.e it tits into society's generalizations.
Of course. I am also only advocat ·
ing the use of such descriptive words
whe n they carry no racist motivations or negative undertones. Context is such an importunl u~pect of
this issue because it 1s here, in mali cious intention. where racism o rigi·
nates. '
I've always understOod that
racism
comes
from
neguti ve
assumptions we make <tboul people
based on their physical characteristics. So anytime we cun shnrter those
negative assumptions with facts
about people of a certai n skin color,
age or gender, we should do it.
There is no sense in trying to
dance around the rhetoric that we
fear is detining us . We should not let
our words define us: insteaJ, we
should define our words.
Just becnu'se someone hn'> a nega·
tive stigma about black or African ·
Ameriean people shouldn' t determine whether we use the words
"black" or "African-American." If
these stereotypes are wrong. then in '
time. they will most certainly be
shown to be so. Providing a prejudiced public with an opposite reality
of their warped view on the world
will be the only way to prove .them
wrong and expose them to the truth.
Unjust discrimination
all kinds
can only be confronted hcaJ -on in
this manner, and we wtll ne-.er find
ourseh·es making headway by collectively turning the other cheek in
an attempt to not see the brick wall
of a problem into which we will
inevitably slam, whether we choose
to acknowledge its coming or not.
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"The Murray State News" strives to be the
University communtty's source for tnforma·
tion.
Our goal is to present that informatton in
a fair and unbiased manner and also pro·
vide a free and open forum for expression
and debate.
"The Murray State News" offers a hands·
on learning environment for those students
interested In journalism or other fields relat·
• ing to the production of a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from
' censorship and advance approval of copy;
and, its editors should be free to develop
their own editorial and news poltcies.
*The Murray State News" Is prepared and
edited by students and is an official publica·
tion of Murray State University The first
copy of "The Murray State News• is free.
Additional copies are avrulable for 25 cents
at 111 W1lson Hall .

Mounds serves as attraction,
historical Native American site
To the editor:
Bart Rushing here, and I just want to
point out some things about the Wickliffe
Mounds Research Center.
It has been said that Wickliffe Mounds
exists primarily as a tourist attraction. I
would like to illuminate the severe llaws in
this line of reasoning.
The most glaring is that if the mound l>ite
was, a big tourist attraction, it would be
making a lot of money and wouldn't be
under the axe right now.
Murray State has decided to cut funding
to the Mounds in order to help with the
recent cuts in our budget from the state
government. The answer is not to cut fund·

ing. but to increase it. f-or 20 years now, the
project has merely existed from year to
year, getting by on the skin of its teeth .
Kit Wesler. professor of geoscienecs,
deserves much credit for keeping the site
going this long. Between admission costs,
funding from school and other factors.
Wickliffe Mounds has scraped by on about
one-third of the income needed to do it
right.
II' the school would increase funding to
meet the needs of running the site correctly,
Wickliffe Mounds could be a tOurist aurae·
tion and actually increase the amount of
money coming jnto the program.
If you doubt me. just call the Caholua
Mounds site in Illinois and ask them ho"'
many people come streaming through their
doors every day, each paying a bit more for
admission than what is charged at Wick ~
liffe.

Another thing I would lik~ to point out is
that there are a lot of artifacts up there. The
archaeology lab is fu ll, so where do we put
the stuff? Leave it there? The instant we
leave, there will be all kinds of people up
there stealing the artifact!i, ruining the conte'lt or defiling the graves. It will be n mess.
Wesler has done a good job of keeping
the Native American Council off of MSU's
collective back, but when we find graves
defaced and artifacts missing or destroyed
from looting.Weslcr will not be able to
keep the council out.
There will be no stopping the stonn that
will follow. It will be hard for us to get into
Sparks Hall to take care of our business
when there arc u bunch of demonstrators
outside.
You know, I believe I'll join them if it
comes to that.
Plea-.e help protect our heritage. Let the

University administration nnd Kentucky
legislators know th<tt this b a m1stake. We
should not let go of this amazing site!
Thank you,
Bart Rushing
sophomore
Murray

Wrhto us

!·:the Murray State News" welcomes com~ntaries and Jcuers to the editor. letters
:staoWd be 300 words or fewer and rniist be

s igned.

Contributors

should

include

nddresses and phone numbers for verification. Please include homet~wn, cla.')silication. title or relationship to the University.
'The Mumy State News" reserves the right
to edit for St)lle. length and content.
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Noll-traditional student ponders
generation gap at Murray State
In My
Opinion

MELINDA
MARTIN

"THESE ARE
LONELY
CLASSES
BECAUSE JUST
AS

I PERCEIVE

THEM TO BE
BORDERUNE
PUBESCENT,
THEY MUST, IN
TURN, PERCEIVE
ME TO BE
GERIATRIC."

When the term "non-traditional stu"Hey girl, where were you last night?"
dent" IS used. it is usually being applied a young blonde says as she pops her gum.
to a student older than 25. Let's face it, to From there, the conversation continued
an 18-year-old, the term non-traditional on to what transpired with whom the
student is synonymous with "old."
night before.
I am one of those non·trdditional stuAs I sit and eavesdrop, I can't stop
dents. I turned 40 last year, and most of thinking resentful thoughts concerning
the time I forget I am middle-aged. I'm their insouciant existence. And even
youthful looking, athletic, fun loving and though I know intellectually these careprogressive in my thinking.
free teenagers aren't to blame for my
The week I turned 40 I had two ex peri- hectic, pressure-filled existence, 1 can't
ences that confirmed my youthfulness: I seem to corral the desire to pity myself
was informed l had nice breasts and I was for the choices I made in my youth which
carded while purchasing alcohol. Grant- led me to this frantic place in my life
ed the restaurant where I was carded was today.
dark and the man who told me J had nice
In higher-level courses, there is less
breasts was drunk, but I still count these -:vidence of the generation gap between
as compliments. At 40, a woman must.
the traditional and non-traditional stuBut even though I feel fairly confident dent. with "less" being the operative
with my looks and my youthfulness, I am word.
occasionally reminded of the generation
I think the big difference in attitude in
gap that lies between the 18-year-old stu- these classes is that by the time students
dent and me. I am reminded when I least gets to their senior year, they are ready to
expect it, and it never fails to surpri~e me. get down to business and get out. In other
The disparity is most obvious in I 00- words, the students in upper-level cours·
and 200-level classes. Classes at these es are slightly more serious.
levels are filled with fresh-faced fresh- ' Since returning to Murray a year ago to
men, who, if I didn't know better, could complete my degree, I' ve had some high
be mistaken for junior high students.
moments and many low moments.
These are lonely classes because, just
The highs include the gratitication and
as I perceive them to be borderline encouragement of my instructors. You
pubescent, they must, in tum. perceive see, the instructors love the non-traditionme to be geriatric.
al student.
In these classes, I enter the room and
We get their jokes. We understand
quietly wait for the instructor to anive. their references to events from the past.
As I shuffle through my notes and text, I We strive to be intellectually stimulated.
listen to the chatler as students pile into They strive to stimulate. We are just like
the room.
them, only we are on the other side of the

Winslow
installs
•
maximum
security

lectern.
The low points are too numerous to
list. But one of my favorites is the day l
was in the checkout line at the bookstore,
when a young woman got in line right
behind me.
Now mind you, I was feeling very
good ahout myself that day. My cool factor was high. As I stood in line, this
young woman and I began to talk. We
were connecting, 1 thought, on a studentto-student level, when all of the sudden
she says. "You remind me of someone."
"Who'!" I wondered. Paula Abdul - I
recalled hearing that one before. Sheryl
Crow - never heard that one, but it could
happen.
"Oh, I know," she finally recalled.
"You look just like my roommate's
mother."
1 had to reach down on the floor to pick
up my face. But being the mature adult
that 1 am, I pulled it togelher. brushed my
hair back and replied, ' 'Really? Well
thanks."
So much for being youthful and progressive. All and all, being the "adult" in
the class is not too humiliating.
It keeps me humble. has helped me to
learn patience and tolerance and best of
all, it keeps me honest. And a little humble pie never hurt anyone, at least not this
40-year·old.

Stringent cutbacks in all areas of the
University have led Winslow Dining
Hall officials to begin reinforcing
their dining policy using whatever
means necessary.
"Starting Monday, we will be posting armed guards at every exit of the
dining hall," said Wayne Dillon, new
head of food security for Winslow.
"These guards will be anned with
implements such as stun darts and rotten tomatoes in an effort to curb students from taking unauthorized food
and beverages from the facility."
Dillon said the guards will use
whatever means necessary to prevent
students from taking victuals from the
dining hall.
"While they are not under orders to
shoot to kill, they are under orders to
stun and remove the food from the
offending student.'' he said. "lf you
think you will be able to escape this
dining hall with more than two entrees
or an extra cup of ice cream, think
again."
Officials are also training cashiers and janitorial staff
members on ways to immobilize a student who is carrying
too much food.
"Students need to be aware of how much food we're
allowing them to remove from the dining hall," Dillon said.
"Ir's their own fault if they break the rules. I can't help it if
one of our staff is forced to take them down and remove the
offending items from their containers, and if necessary, dispose of the container,"
Letta Henderson. a Winslow cashier, said she does not
feel bad for disposing of food for which a student has paid.
"They have chosen to break the rules and waste their $30
meal," she said. •'Jt is within our rights to prevent waste and
equalize the opportunity for consumption among all dining
hall students.''
Dillon said budget cuts are causing the staff to become
more militant about food being removed from the dining
hall. but there are other concerns.
He said most of the money Winslow spends comes from
Styrofoam carry-out containers that students use for to-go
food. Winslow is looking into finding ways to cut down on
use of those containers, besides the usual limits on how
many containers a student may use for take·out.
"We're exploring requiring students using take-out to
carry their ovm Tupperware," he said. "We believe that this
would be a more efficient way of handling the situation,
rather than all those Styrofoam containers."
Although many students argue that the restrictions are
wasting their money, Henderson doesn't see it that way.
Said Henderson: "It's your fault for not making time to
enjoy a quality dining hall meal."

Melinda Martin is a senior journalism
major from Paducah.
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Melissa Stoneberger is afaux-n~w columnist for "The Murray State News. "

Visiting England casts new light on America
•
o1ng

Global
England
by Matthew Snowden
No man would find a strangt~ness in the
moon if he were the sort of man who could
find it in his own back garden. No man
would find England worthwhile if he found
America useless .
London surprised and confused me,
although I miss it. After developing an tdea
of the country via books and aged photographs, it was disillusioning At a distance. one sees nothing but 'ipires of temples and turrets of palaces and imagines it
the residence or splendor, grandeur and
magnificence: but when one has passed the
gates, one finds it muddled with narrow
passages, disgraced with run-down houses.
embarrassed with obstructions and clouded
with smoke.
I moved north and sought out small
ancient cities of delight. They were multiple, filled with a traditional glory. exhibiting in carved srone the delight fellows had
before me in the business of this world, in
the spirit of their province and in the humor
of coming and of going, of leaving and of
arriving, of the hearth, the market. the public house. Your walls remain. At times they
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are about you like a girdle, at others they arc
loosened as ruins.
I eventually landed on the Wear River.
For month~ on end, I never left the city.
With a companion, I took to the brown m.tss
of the streets. They have no character at all.
One wonders what need could have pro·
duced them. England never produced them,
with their stone that is so often plaster. and
their alien suggestion of what is least
national anywhere. We walked them by
night, turning our eyes from her embarrassment.
The Engli!-.h winter sun sets early. The
cloud!i would be so arranged after a North
Sea storm that the sky was covered with a
rolling curtain as though a man had pulled it
in his hands. Far off westward. there would
be a broad red band of sunset - and against
this, the smoke, the tall stacks, the violence
and the wealth of the city. One could almost
hear the noise.
II did arrest one; it was as though some·
one had painred something unreal. to be a
my.,lical emblem and to sum up in one picture all those millions of despairs. misforwnes, chances, disciplines and a~.:quirement
which make up the character of the northern
men. Very rarely upon the surface of the
earth does the soul take on so immediate
and obvious a physical body as does the
soul of that world.
We climbed every high point we came to,
leaning over ledges. off viaducts, suspended
in trees - looking for that soul. Beyond the
· teeming cities, we saw all of the rugged part
remaining in the Northeast as it has been for
2 ,000 years, with the land rolling ever higher, ever further and the stony' nature of the
sparseness all about us.
After that I shook the city off. I found my
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Snowden/Guest

Matthew Snowden visited Windermere Lake while studying abroad in England.
way into deep woods rhat overhung slow
rivers and pastures I soaked my swollen
feet in the cold brown water of the
Northumberland dales. I ate meals on the
steps ot crumbled, soot-smeared monuments. l s lept in crags on mountains. by the
shores of lakes, waking up wondering why
there wns hay in my bed and realizing I
wasn't in my bed .
Once, I woke up stranded on a desolate
North Sea island, uncertain of what my
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prospects were. The coast was violent and
heroic. The land dared all and plunged into
u noisy sea.
I know a place in Durham County where
food is served 10 the wanderer-by upon the
terrace of an old stone house which overlooks the broad and peaceful flood from
beneath expansive trees; there he can sit and
hold communion with the most pleasant
things of this world and with the promise of
much more. For the forest makes a screen

n

.

for him miles deep covering the hills. The
river is his moat. Along the ancient highway
one can almost find Roman footprints.
There was another place also where
woods almost innocent of man stood up
against the sky, and between runs a torrent
after a rain, breaking over smooth granite.
There, except for the noise of the waters,
nothing is heard. Up that glen also runs a
road; but no one comes along hour after
hour.
A powerful solitude, alive with the
strength of the hills, controls the majestic
simplicity. There, from morning to evening,
alone. a man can become part of that magnitude by which we were made and in
which reposes the awful borderland.
But it is no different here in America, in
Kentucky. I have often thought when I have
heard men blaming the story of America or
her present mood for false reasons, or
worse, praising her for false reasons; when
I have heard men from cities talking wild
talk taken from maps and print, or the disappointed men talking wild talk of another
kind, expecting impossible or foreign perfections from their own kindred.
I have often thought it would be a wholesome thing if one could take such a talker
and make him walk from Homestead to
Portland, exercising some care to rise
before the sun and to see in clear weather
the views afforded him. A man who has
done that has seen America - not the name
or the map or the rhetorical catchword, but
the thing. And it does not take so very long.

Matthew Snowden is
from Big Sandy. Tenn.

a junior art major
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Horse racing collision kills one,
,authorities plan investigation

Comcast makes Disney Burger King president
$54 billion buyout offer resigns board position

Guerrillas target Iraqis
with car bomb attacks

FRANKFORT (AP) - The Kentucky
Horse Racing Authority will review the
death of a jockey injured in a spill at Turfway Park last week. Chairman Bill
Street sai~ Tuesd ay.
Michael Rowland, a jockey with 3,998
Cilreer victories, died Monday at University Hospital in Cincinnati. Rowland fell
Wednesday after his horse, World Trade,
broke a front leg and collapsed on the
first tum of a $13,900 claiming race. His
horse collided with two other horses,
injuring two other riders.
" Mr. Row land was a talented and successful jockey, loved and respected by
those who worked around him at racet racks in Kentucky and in other states,"
Street said in a statement. "The Authority will review the circumstances regarding this racing tragedy."

NEW YORK (AP) - In a
stunning move, cable TV giant
Com cast Corp. proposed early
Wednesday to buy Walt Dis·
ney Co., the iconic entertainment powerhouse, for stock
valued at about $54 billion. A
Comcast spokesperson said
Disney chief Michael Eisner
rebuffed requests for talks.
The nation's biggest cable
systems operator also offered
to assume $11.9 billion in Disney debt.
Comcast's proposal was
made even as Disney boss
Michael Eisner is fendin& off
criticism from former board
members Roy E. Disney, the
nephew of founder Walt Disney, and Stanley E. Gold
about his performance and
lack of a succession plan as
Disney's chief executive.
Comcast announced Eisner
declined earlier this week to
discuss a possible merger.

Federal government .grants state
$14 million for homeless aid
FRANKFORT (AP) - The federal government is giving Kentucky more than
$14 million with which to fund shelters
and self-help services for homeless people, Gov. Emie Fletcher nnnounced Monday.
The money was part of nearly $1.3 billion in nationwide grants for the homeless from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development.
T he bulk of Kentucky's grants, $12.2
mi llion. is to be d ivided among the state
and three cities - Louisville, Lexington
and Coving ton. It would provide transitional and permanent housing, job train·
ing, health care, counseling and child
care.
The remaining money, earmarked for
emergency shelters, was awarded to
lou isville, Lexin gton and the s tate government.
Louisville wns awarded slightly more
than $5 m illion to pro vide housing and
self-help services for homeless people.
The federal government awarded Kentucky $4.9 million for distribution to
homeless p rograms throughout the commonwealth. Lexington would get more
than $1 .6 million and Covington
$688,110. Most of the money would go
d ircctly to o rganizations serving the
homeless.
Fletcher said more than 10,000 people
stayed in homeless shelters last y ear in
Lou isville. lie said on a typical night,
more than 1,000 people need shelter in
Lexington .
·

Elderly man robs bank
to pay wife's doctor bills
GAINESVILLE, Pta. (AP)
An elderly man told police he
robbed a bank to pay his
wife's medical bills.
His wife was behind the
wheel of a getaway car Tuesday when the 71-year-old man
ran from the bank, police said.
Her doctor's appointment was
scheduled a half hour later.
A dye pack exploded inside
the bag of money, covering
James Roland Clark as he left
the bank. Clark and his wife,
Deloris Jane Clark, 66, were
arrested soon after, said
Gainesville police Sgt. Keith
Kameg.
Kameg said Clark told
police he threatened bank
tellers with a bomb that was
actually a bag of sand.
James Clark has a federal
criminal history dating back
to 1954, Kameg said. Charges
include bank robbery, mail
fraud and conspiracy to grow
and distribute marijuana. In
1992, he was sentenced to 12
years for bank robbery.

9!m~ 9B$~f(i.ltflalf '!Jl)r.r.y~~a',
NEW LOCATION NOW OPEN

MIAMI (AP) - Bob Nilsen,
the president of Burger King,
resigned after just a year on
the job amid declining sales
for the struggling No. 2 fastfood chain, according to a
newspaper report.
Burger King Corp. Chief
Execu tive
Brad
Blum
announced Nilsen' s resignation to company employees
Tuesday, the "Miami Herald"
reported. Blum, who had
hired N ilsen to be his secondin-command a month after
joining the Miami-based chain
in January 2003, did not
explain the reason for Nilsen's
abrupt resignation or indicate
a replacement
Nilsen, former chief operating officer of Taco Bell, super·
vised the operations of all
franchise
and
company
restaurants and served on the
company's board with Blum.

Officials arrest Texan
for disrupting flight
DETROIT (AP) - A Texas
man was charged with interfering with a Northwest Airlines crew during a flight from
Amsterdam to Detroit.
Robert L. Starks, 38, was
arrested when the plane landed Monday in Detroit.
The oil worker from
Burleson, Texas, became bois~
terous two hours into the
eight-hour flight from the
Netherlands, cursed passengers and the flight crew and
tried to enter the cockpit,
according to an affidavit by
FBI agents Angela Ryan and
Terry Booth.
The agents said Starks
admitted to using alcohol and
a painkiller to calm his anxiety
about flying, according to a
Wedne$d ay report in the
Detroit Free Press.
U.S. Magistrate Steven Pepe
released Starks on $5,000
unsecured bond and ordered
him to undergo psychological
tests to determine whether he
may fly back to the Middle
East to work.

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP)
A suicide attacker blew up
a car packed with explosives in a crowd of hund reds of Iraqis waiting outside a Baghdad army
recruiting center Wednesday, killing up to 46 people
in the second bombing in
two days targeting Iraqis
working with the U.S.-Ied
coalition.
The attack - a day after a
suicide bombing against a
police station south of the
capital killed up to 53 people - backed threats that
insurgents are stepping up
violence to disrupt the
planned June 30 handover
. of power to the Iraqis.
A campaign to accelerate
attacks against Iraqi "col·
laborators" and Shiite Muslims was outlined in a document sent to al-Qaeda
leaders that was intercepted
by the U.S. military. The letter was believed to have
been written by a Jordanian
militant in Iraq, Abu Musab
al-Zarqawi, who said he
sought to spark a SunniShUte civil war in a lastditch attempt to wreck the
hand over.

UN cautions Belgrade
about bidden fugitives
BRUSSElS, Be!gium (AP)
The two most wanted fugitives from the Balkan wars
are hiding in Belgrade, the
capital of Serbia-Montenegro, the United Nations'
chief war crimes prosecutor
said Wednesday.
Carla Del Ponte said
investigators have "credible
information" Bosnian Serb
leader Radovan Karadzic
a nd his ger)el'al;. ~
Mladic, are in the city.
"Our fugitives are well
protected ... in their own
country, because they are
considered to be heroes,"
Del Ponte to ld reporters.
"It's the best territory to
hide."

AP Photo/Karim Kadim

U.S. troops stop Iraqi ambulances to conduct a security check before allowing them to enter the scene of a
vehicle bomb in central Baghdad. A vehicle bomb
exploded outside an army recruiting center in central
Baghdad on Wednesday, killing around 25 Iraqis,
marking the second such attack in two days.
Serbian officials denied
the two were in their coun·
try. "Carla Del Ponte has
been claiming for three
years that the fugitives are
in Serbia, but she has not
provided us with any evi·
dence for that," Serbian
Prime
Minister Zoran
Zivkovic said in Belgrade.
"If the suspects were in
Serbia, they would have
been arrested already," he
said. " I don't see what else
our government could do."

Fonner Polish CIA spy
suffers stroke, dies
WARSAW, Poland (AP)
A Polish army officer who
spied on his country for the
CIA during the communist
era and later fled to the
United States has died, a
~said Wedne8day. He
was 73.
Col. Ryszard Kuklinski
had a stroke last Thursdny,
and was taken to a Wash ington military hospital
where he died late Tuesday
night, longtime friend )ozef
Szaniawski said.
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"He had a stroke while
reading another n ewspaper
story full of lies about him,"
said Szaniawski, who acted
as Kuklinski's spokesman
in Poland at times. "He
really suffered because of
unjust opinions about him."
Kuklinski was bom june
13, 1930, in Warsaw and
served as a liaison officer
between the Polish military
and the Soviet Amly from
1976-81.
From behind the Iron
Curtain, he passed some
35,000 pages of Warsaw
Pact secrets to the CIA,
telling them about the communist govemmt•nt's plan
to impose martial law in
1981 and launch a bloody
crackdown on the pro - .;,
d emocracy
Solidarity
movement.
Poles today remain divided over whether Kuklinski
acted <lS a h ero or a traitor.
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WorkerS strive to keep Women's Center operating
Etheridge said.
"We thought we were on track," Etheridge
said. "Then we only got one-third of the money
that wa<; promised to us, so we ended up a little
behind."
Don Robertson, vice president of Student
Affairs, said the main issue the Women':. Cen·
ter is facing is staffmg cut<> and a change in
available programming. He said closing the
center would be a last resort.
"(The budget cuts) could change the focus of
the Women's Center," he said. "It could
become more of an informational center. It
depends on what happens with the budget"
In light of the problems facing the Women's
Center, Etheridge said Student Affairs ha'i
allied with the center's cause.
"Dr. Robertson has been very supportive and
helpful,'' she said. "He is trying to help us in
cutting comers to make endc; meet."
Etheridge has sent letters to previous supponers requesting donations.
"People have been wonderful about donating
to the center," she said. "We're very apprecia·
tive."
Local businesses have helped by donating
products to the center. With these pnxlucts, the
center has assembled theme baskets. Etheridge
said. The center began selling raffle tickets on

by Carrie Pond
Contributing Writer
While Murray State officials said closing the
Women's Center is a last resort, programs have
been cut to accommodate fund raising and to
keep the center functioning.
The Women's Center, located on the second
floor of Ordway Hall, is suffering because of
recent budget downsizing.
Jane Etheridge, Women's Center dim:tor,
said the center has always tried to do as many
programs as possible to promote awareness of
issues and minimize victimization, but it needs
additional funding to continue this practice.
"We try ro do as much as we can so that no
money is left over at the end of each year,"
Etheridge said.
The center uses its money to provide counseling on personal and school-related issues.
organize workshops and programs and host
guest speakers who discuss women's issues.
A~ art effect of recent budget cuts, the center
ha-; received less funding than in previous
years, Etheridge said.
The Women's Center was promised a portion of the carry forward money from the last
fLc;cal year, but will not receive the promised
funds because of the budget problems,

Paul Baker/The News

Jane Etheridge, Women's Center
director, takes notes while attending a
Health Education Advocate Team
program Wednesday night, where
guest speaker Melanie McCallon
spoke on surviving after rape.

feb. 12 for the baskets, worth around $500
each.
Etheridge said volunteers at the center have
begun walking door-to-door, nsking for donations.
·
"We also ask any student organization to
consider us ns a sponsor for their fund raising,"
she said.
Despite these efforts, the Women's Center
has had to make several cut-; in programming
because of its tight budget. The center W'd.S
forced to cancel a speaker :scheduled, at the end
of March to discuss race, cla<>s and gender
issues, Etheridge said.
"Our efforts have moved more to fund mising and away from programming, which is not
what we wanted," Etheridge said. "It just costs
money to stay open. I know we nre not unique
in our situation. I know that there are wtdespread signiticant budget cuts and that the Univt."rsity is trying to figure out its priorities."
However, Etheridge said she hopes the lack
of funding will not close the center.
"We want not only to keep our doors open,
but to provide services. resources, crisis intervention, support and advocacy," she said. "'Ilte
Women's Center does not deal solely with
women's issues. We deal with human beings'
issues. We are one of the sole entities on cam-

pus that continue to think about gender and if
there is equity in information distribution.''
The center employs student workers and
graduate ac;sistants, but relies mainly on volun·
teers. Etheridge said it has been hard 10 contin·
ue paying these workers.
.
''I'd rather lfave workers than ink for my
printer,'' she snid. "Ifl didn't ha\'e these work·
ers. there wouldn't be & center."
F.lit.abeth Harrison, senior from Herrin. Ill.,
is a paid student worker and the srudent coontinator of Health Education Ad\ocate Team, a
program that sends peer educators to local middle and high schools to educate srudent<; about
issues such as relationship violence and rape.
"(The center dosing) scares me because l
don't know if next semester I'll have a job,"
Harrison said. "I pray that money comes so th~tt
a very criticnl progmm to this campus is not
cut."
Jill ian Payne, graduate student from Hardinsburg, said she has been affected by the budget
cuts also.
"It affect-; what my job is,'' !>he said. "The
leS!; money we get, the le,<;s programs we are
able to do. so the less I have to do. It also affects
me emotionally because J really believe in this
organization, and I feel these are much needed
progmms."
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Rush figures reflect
natiOnwide decline

Student wins immigration lottery
by Elizabeth Cawein

lottery, but if they fmd out you sold
your belongings, you have to pay
them.
"We tried to sell as much as we
Six years ago, independence was
just a dream for Pedro Garces- could at night, so no one would find
Tamayo and his family, who• were out," Garces-Tamayo said. Even with
struggling to get by in Bayamo, Cuba. everything we sold, it wa\ only $300.
Their lives changed drastically when It's your property, but you can't keep
they were selected as one of the win- it or sell it."
ners of an immigration lottery which
He said lottery winners could be
permitted them to come to America.
forced from their homes anytime from
''Our situation was really bad," a day to a week before their departure.
Garces-Tamayo, freshman from The money they earned from selling
Louisville said. •·we didn't have any their belongings would not get them
future there. We weren't making very far since the trip to America costs
enough money to survive. I woke up each family roughly $3,000.
~ome mornings and didn't have any
Luckily, Garces-Tamayo said his
shoes to wear or anything to eat. family had relatives in Puerto Rico
Sometimes my parents dido· t eat so who were able to assist in funding the
journey.
that I wouldn't have to go hungry."
Once the Garces-Tamayo family
With her family in dire straits,
Garces-Tamayo's mother sent off an arrived in f-lorida, they were placed in
entry in 1996 for the immigration lot- un educational program to help them
tery, instituted in 1994 as part of the learn the English language and AmerU.S. Cuban Migrution Act.
ican cuhure.
''They gave us a map of the United
Many of the lottery's entries never
reach their fmal destination. Garces- State.., and said, '\\'here do you want
to go?'" he said. "We asked them
Tamayo said.
..The government bums half the let- where was the best place to go for
ters." he said. "All you can do is send raising a family and going to school,
and we ended up in Kentucky."
it in and hope it makes it.''
In Louisville, Garces-Tamayo
The hopes and dream~ of GarcesTamayo's family were answered in entered middle school as well as a
1998, when they received a letter noti- refugee program. His parents, who
both had college educations, found
fying them of their acceptance.
"We were jumping around; it was work and began new lives.
the best thing that ever happened to
"It's been a long story," he laughed.
"I could write a book."
my family,'' he said.
Garces-Tamayo chose Murray
f-rom there the process had just
hegun, as the family had to complete State for the same reason many of his
an interview process with the U.S. peers did: it was several hours away
Embassy before receiving final clear- from his home and the University
ance. Only 6.000 of 20,000 winners offered not only an education, but
actually get to come to America, independence.
"Since I'm an only child, I wanted
Garces-Tamayo said. However. this
process was nothing compared with to move far away from home so that I
the Cuban government's · require- could learn how to live on' my own
and focus on my schoolwork," he
ments.
''All of your property is confiscat- said.
ed," he said. "The only thing you get
Since he moved to Kentucky.
to keep is your clothing. They count Garces-Tamayo has visited his family
every spoon. You try to sell every- in Cuba twice.
"I have some family members who
thing you can before you apply for the
Staff Writer
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won't talk to me because they consider me a traitor for leaving. espc:cially
from communism to America," he
said. " I lived there for 12 years. Your
childhood really reflects your whole
life; it had a big impact on me."
He said his trips back to the home
he left have been surprising.
"It's like, when I was living there,
there wa-; something covering my
eyes from seeing the reul world," he
~aid. 'The people who live there don't
realize they"re being brainwashed.''
In Bayamo, Garces-Tamayo said he
realized he had more rights as a tourist
than as a citizen.
"I thought, 'I was bom here,' and I
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had more rights as an outsider than
people who liv"'C.f there."
The greatest contrast between life
in America and Cuba. GarcesTamayo said, is the freedom.
"Freedom is the main thing - any
immigrant would say freedom," he
said. ''l didn't have uny freedom of
speech or freedom to think my own
way. Life here i!> totally different.
"Being in Cuba taught me a lot,"
Garces-Tamayo said. "I have a different perspective; I sec both sides of
life. Most people here don't think that
way. Six or seven years ago, I didn' t
have any shoes, und now I have everything."
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Although the spring rush numbers are less than last fall's, Chris
Jung, president of Interfraternity
Council, said the decrease was
expected.
Jung, senior· from Union, said
the rushees were excellent candidates.
"I think each fraternity wus
pleased with the number of guys
they got and the quality of guys
they got." he said.
Jim Saurer, IFC adviser, said the
numbers reflect a trend which has
remained constant at Murray State
for the past several years.
"This is an overall trend (affecting Greek organizations) across the
country," he said. "I don't feel that
(the downturn) is any more here
than on any other campus."
Baurer said the percent of Murray State students enrolled in a fraternity has remained constant the
last few years.
"Ohl1 undergraduates, 14 to 18
percent are a (member of) a fraternity or sorority," he said.
Saurer said several factors could
be affecting the University's
Greek enrollment t1uctuations.
"You can speculate that residential colleges fulfill (students') need
(for social interaction)," he said.
"Another argument would be that
students are getting involved with
organizations relating to their
major."
Saurer also said Greek organi7.a·
tions at Murray State and across
the country are evolving.
'There is an increase in young
people (in universities across the
nation), but ... there is a large part
of students who, for whatever reason, are not interested in joining a
fraternity or sorority."

Pedro Garces-Tamayo, freshman fro m Louisville, keeps up with
his history studies in his Hester College room.
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Saurer also said the total is consistent with fall numbers from
years when the fraternities deferred
freshmen recruitment to the spring.
" If (fraternities) can come into
the spring and averuge eight (new
members), that's pretty good," he
said. "When (fraternitiei;J held
deferred rush, fall uverages were
about eight to I0.''
Matt Clemson, IFC rush chair.
said fraternity enrollment had
increased since lac;t year.
"Rush was low this semester
because we took freshmen in the
fa ll," Clemson, senior from Murray, said.
Jung said IFC is looking to
increa~ fraternity Rush participation.
Said Jung: "W~ recognize that
spring is the weaker of the semesters, but we'd like to see (an
increao;e in) both ~mesters,"

Rush Numbers
Spring 2984
Alpha Gamma Rho
Alpha Sigma Phi

Sigma Phi_Epsilon
Sigma Pi
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REMEMBER HOW HELPFUL YOUR FIRST YEAR LEADER WAS?
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REQUIREMENTS:
*Must have completed 30 hours by the end of the Spring 2004 semester
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or download from the Murray State Web site as a link from the Student Affairs site:
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APPLICATION DEADLINE: MARCH 12, 2004
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This \Xfeek
•Friday
•Rifle Tournament
NCAA Rifle Tournament, all day, Roy
Stewart Stadium.
•Fashion Show
Tacky Fashion Show
sponsored by Black Student Council, 7 p.m.,
Winslow Cafeteria
.Cinema International
"Happenstance," 7:30
p.m.. Curris Center
Theater. Free admission.
•Lecture
Guest
Artist Lecture Dr. Kristine Bums, 8 p.m.. Performing Arts Hall.
Free admission.

•Saturday
•Rifle Tournament
NCAA Rifle Tournament, all day, Roy
Stewart Stadium.
•
•Lecture
Emmy
Award winner, Frank
Turner, 7 p.m., Freed
Curd Auditorium.
•Basketball game
Murray State at Austin
Peay, women 5:30p.m.,
men 7:30p.m.
•Cinema International
"Happenstance;• 7:30
p.m., Curris Center
Theater. Free admission.

byUzSmith
Staff Writer

W

•Sunday

hether it's roses or tulips,
carnations or daisies, btossoms or
buds, flowers are considered the
quintessential symbol of a lover's
affection. It's no wonder the royalty
of the plant world is among the most
popular gifts sweeties give their
sugar lips on the one holiday dedicated to romance- Valentine's Day.
Love-struck couples calling their
local florist:; are actually participating in a 300-year-old Valentine's
Day tradition that srarted, ironically,
during the Age of Enlightenment.
Charles 11 of Sweden "brought the
Persian poetical art called ' TheLanguage of Flowers,' to Europe."
according to the article, "How
Valentines Day Works." The article
described the underlying message of
more than I 00 flowers. which made
the type of flower given very personal to the recipient.
It continued, "secrets were
exchanged with a lily or lilac, and
entire conversations took place in a
bouquet of flowers."
These days, the type of flower
given generally falls under one of
three categories. Mike Wilson,
owner of Wilson's Florist, said
roses, carnations and daisies are the
most popular flowers sold during VDay week. The first two symbolize
love, while the other represents
purity and simplicity. But flowergivers should beware of the yellow
carnation. It means rejection. and no
one wants that on Feb. 14.
Generally, carnations have been a
favorite pick for a gift bouquet
because of their vast variety of colors and reasonable price,
Richmond College's Relay for
Life team is currently selling these
flowers for $1 each, which includes
personal delivery service. But
florists need not fear the competition. As of Tuesday, the sale wasn't
going very well.
"We haven't sold one yet,'' senior
Audrey Redding of Evansville, Ind.,

•RiDe Tournament
NCAA Rifle Tournament, all day, Roy
Stewart Stadium.

•Monday
•Meeting - International Association of
Administrative Professionals, 5:15 p.m.,
Alumni Center. Free
admission.
•Date Auction - Date
Auction sponsored by
Alpha Kappa Alpha. 7
.,. .,p.m., Curris Center
Large Ballroom.
•Lecture - Enrichment
Series, Ken Wolf, 7
p.m., Fine Arts Room
623.
•Forum - "What the ...
is an Episcopalian?" 8
p.m., Curris Center
Ohio Room.

•Tuesday
•Children•s Show
"Fable Manners," 9:30
a.m., Lovett Auditorium. General admission
cost. Free admission
with Racercard.
•CAB - Campus Activities Board, 4:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Tennessee Room.
•Seminar - "Get Your
Money Right: Money
Management 101," 8
p.m., Curris Center
Cumberland Room.

•Wednesday
•Children's Show
''Fable Manners," 9:30
a.m., Lovett Auditorium. General admission
cost. Free admission
with Racercard.
•Free Dinner - Newman House Dinner, 5
p.m., Newman House.
•SGA - Student Government Association
Student Senate meeting, 5 p.m., Curris Center Ballroom.
•Luau - Luau Out
sponsored by Alpha
Kappa Alpha. 8 p.m.,
Ordway HaJJ.
•Meeting
Peace
Corps Informational
meeting. 8:15 p.m ..
Business
Building
Room 102.

of Elcni Mohianaki

KEELHAUL
I J'UST SIGNED UP FOR
A PAINTING CLASS.

•Thursday
•Children's Show
"Fable Manners,'' 9:30
a.m., Lovett Auditorium. General amissin
cost. Free admission
with Racercard.
•Presentation
Diversity Awareness,
6 p.m., Curris Center
Theater.
•Recital - Faculty
Chamber Recital, 8
p.m., Performmg Arts
Hall. Free admission.
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and captain of Richmond's Relay
for Life team, said. ''We think
they'll start buying towards the end
of the week."
Historically, florists across the
country usually have much better
luck with flower sales come febru ary, and V-Day profits, as well as
Mother's Day sales, are largely
responsible for keeping the!'e businesses afloat.
A representative from Flower
Basket, Inc. suid their orders
increase tremendously this time of
year.
''On a regular day. we have one or
two designers working on a basket,"
the represe01ative said. "On Valentine's, we have six to 10. We hire
more people part time just to keep
up. You can' t even walk through
this place-right now."
Statistics show the majority of
orders are placed by men in an
attempt to win the hearts of their
beloved.
"I'm buying (my fiancee] roses
from a flower shop back home,"
junior Steven Clodfelter from
Olney, Ill., said. "It's also her birthday nnd our anniversary, and flowers seemed like the traditional way
to go."
But girls aren't always on the
receiving end. A few girls. like
Annie Weatherholt, freshman from
Cloverport, have been known to
give flowers. too. And unlike Cher
from "Clueless," who sent herself a
nice bouquet to seem desirable,
most girls are sending them to their
boyfriends.
• ''I'm thinking about buying one of
those dollar carnations,'' Weatherholt said. "I'm sort of strapped for
cash, and it'd be a nice thing to get
my boyfriend. Most guys don't like
that kind of stuff. but he would
appreciate it."
And rightfully so. Thanks to the
Hallmark Co., boys and girls are
obligated to show their affection for
one another on Feb. 14. But it's a
small price to pay in the name of
love. and what better way to express
it than with the classic gift of a
beautiful flower?

-

Chris Schweizer

DON'T SEEM SO SHOCKED.
MAYBE I WANT TO PUT
MY COMPLEX IDEAS AND
EMOTIONS ONTO CANVAS
FOR THE BENEFIT OF
FUTURE GENERATIONS.
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This vveek
1. Kamikaze - Twista
2. Speakerboxxx!The Love
Below - OutKast
3. The Very Best of Sheryl
Crow - Sheryl Crow
4. Fallen - Evanescence

5. Soulful - Ruben Studdard
Source: Associated Press

•Movies
1. Barbershop 2: Back In
Business - starring Ice Cube
2. Miracle - starring Kurt
Russell
3. You Got Served - starring
Raz B
4. Along Came Polly - starring
Ben Stiller
5. The Butterfly Effect
starring Ashton Kutcher
Source: Associated Press

1. Dan Brown - The Da Vinci
Code
2. Mitch Albom - The Five
People You Meet in Heaven
3. J.D. Robb & Nora Roberts
Divided in Death

4. Anne Tyler - The Amateur
Marriage
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Passion Parties latest female trend
by Severo Avila
College life Editor

Oils, sparkles, toys and edible lotions were just
some of the items passed through the hands and
lips of about 15 women at a special party hosted
by a Murray State student last week.
Known as Passion Parties, the unique new form
of entertainment is spreading quickly among
women, in Murray and nationwide, who find it
increasingly important to explore an area of their
lives that was previously taboo- their sensuality.
Passion Parties, based in Brisbane, Calif., bills
itself as the premier party-plan company in the
United States and Canada.
The company sells sensual products and plans
parties where women can learn about the products·
and purchase them. The com~ny also provides an
employment program in which wom!n can
become part-time or full-time consultants for the
company.
Nicola Kastner, an independent consultant for
Passion Parties and one of several consultants in
western Kentucky, said there appears to be an
interest for parties in Murray because more
women are willing to have fun while learning
about the products her company offers.
"We educate our customers about our products," she said. ''They can order if they like what
they see."
Only women
allowed to host and attend Passion Parties, and no one under age 18 is allowed to
attend. There is no charge to the hostess, who
receives free products for the use of her home. At
the end of the party, after the attendants have discussed the products, they can go into another room

are

of the house and purchase or order products while
being guaranteed complete confidentiality by the
consultant
''The reason why we only educate women is
because we feel ... women don't have the confidence to explore their sensuality," Kastner said. "I
guarantee complete confidentiality. That even
goes as far as taking them into a private ordering
room after the parties."

" These parties are a great way
for women to have fun together
and explore something that is not
usually socially acceptable to
explore. This puts them in a
comfort zone to talk about the
subject of relationships, whereas
in a lot of other social situations
that may not be the case. "
Nicola Kastner
Passion Parties Consultant
Kastner added that Passion Parties promotes
monogamous relationships and that its products
are aimed at helping women enhance those relationships.
Katie Fisher, senior from Louisville, recently
attended her first Passion Party, hosted by a Murray State student, and said it was a very relaxed
atmosphere.
"We all sat around while (the consultant) stood
in front and explained all the products and passed

them around for us to look at," she said. "I like
that we could learn about the products and actually see them before we decided if we wanted to buy
anything. I didn't expect to see so many women
there. More and more women are being open
about this."
Veterans of the Passion Parties sometimes
attend to enjoy each other's company, but said the
setting always feels comfortable..
"This was my second Passion Party," said Elizabeth Skee.., senior from Lexington. "I really went
to have fun with friends, but it was a very comfortable environment."
Skees explained what she thought created that
environment
"Those kind of things don't freak me out," she
said. "I think when in a group like that •.. women
are more comfortable with each other. It was really informative. It seemed like another Mary Kay
Party."
Anyone interested in hosting a Passion Party
can Jog on to the company's Web site,
www.passtionparties.com. for more information.
People have been using sensual aids and toys
for centuries and they are gaining popularity, but,
understandably, women still want to be discreet
about their purchases. Kastner said Passion Parties
offer its customers not only products but a comfortable environment as well.
"These parties are a great way for women to
have fun together and explore something that is
not usually socially acceptable to explore.'' she
said. "This puts them in a comfort zone to talk
about the subject of relationships, whereas in a .lot
of other social situations, that may not be the
case."

5. Robert Jordan - New
Spring
Source: Associated Press

•web site
www.presidentmatcb.com
So you've been trying to keep
up with the election trail, but
you just can't decided who to
follow or even what's going on?
Log on to this Web sire for some
help. Take a quiz to see which
presidential candidate is most
like you and then compare
them. If the political lingo is just
too much to weed through on
your own, check out the glossary link provided for you. And
to keep totally up-to-date, setup
alerts so you know exactly what
is g<?ing on with your candidate.
Enjoy fmding the candidate for
you and don't forget to vote!

Firode's 'Happenstance' less than engaging
by Justin Bontrager
Music/Film Reviewer

"Happenstance"
Starring Audrey Tautou
Directe.d by Laurent Firode ·
French with English subtitles
Rated R
"Happenstance" attempts to make a new
twist on an old cliche - love at first sight by incorporating chaos theory, w here two
seemingly unrelated actions are correlated
by a chain of events. What this amounts to
in the film is a "right place at the right time"
romance between two people who are perfect strangers. Unfortunately, screenwriter
and director Laurent Firodc'a &pp!'OICb is
less than engaging.
"Happenstance" is not as much about people overcoming the events in their lives to

fi nd each other as it is about placing people
in the line of seemingly random events until
the inevitable outcome.
The film relies on hit-and-miss circumstances to keep the viewer interested, but it
fai ls to develop its characters enough for
one to really care what ultimately happens
to them.
Mostly I fou nd myself wishing tho
prospective lovers would just meet so the
damn movie could end.
Most of this film's viewers are probably
most interested in the performance of
Audrey Tautou, of "Amelie" fame ("Happenstance" actually preceded "Amelie").
Thankfully. this film reveals a less cutesy
image of her, giving me hope that she won't
btgmc lbo F~ v~ of M~ &Y.@n.
Her character is much more human in "Happenstance," even possessing a nasty temper
and bouts of cynicism.

w hether to keep his mistress or his wife on
the result of a stone's toss (literally), and
Luc (played by Eric Feldman), a compulsive
liar tied to his mother's apron strings. I
found these characters more interesting and
better developed than Tautou' s Irene.
"Happenstance" would probably have
been stored safely in obscurity if it weren 't
for the presence of Audrey Tautou. I don't
suggest it belongs there any more than
"Sleepless in Seattle" or other romantic
Hollywood schlock does, but by missing it,
you wouldn't be missing much.
Then again, you can see it for free at the
Curris Center Theatt;r and it's not like anyone really pays attention to what I write
anyway.
There are merits to the film, such as the
characters of Richard (played by Eric
Savin}, a two-timing husband who decided

Grade: C+

Wrml an .-..y an~rou could be a torcfii:Mt8rer4cx the ATHENS 2004 Olympio ;rorch Relay.
Just visltwww-~.&maungusa.com/olympfcs
~ Is bringing ~ ona step closer to the gory and fame of the Olympic Games. Just write a simple 50-word
online essay at WWW.t~amsungu'$a.comtotYmplcs explaining how you embody the Olympic spirit. If your submission
wtna. you coukf have the honor of being an Olympic torchbearer as the torch goes on tour. It's your chance to
potentially shaf'8 in a unique moment of Olympic history for all the world to see. Samsung. Share the experience.

Pass the ~ unite the world.

www.thenews.org
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Creativity, not cost, key to romance
together and take a romantic stroll through the
Quad. Let the crisp winter air bring the two of you
closer so you can enjoy some "alone time."
Total Amount: $15.29 (plus tax).
Inexpensive Date #3- All right, so it's your tirst
date with someone. and it happens to be on Valentine's Day. Let's look at a date that is a lillie less
personal. At Cheri Theatres, enjoy a good movie
and good company, as you try to become comfortable with each other. Wet your palate with a piece
of cheesecake and coffee at Baldy's Grill while
you get to know each other afterward.
Total Amount: $22.88 (plus tax).

11 -Start with a n.ce eandlelit
om<em;ldqmJ!rtter of spaghetti. Allthoirtai,edients
ng spaghetti, saucet ~d. can" _ _ , ...- .. v
can be found a( the local
B~Wi~W;Jinol<e after buyup

Inexpensive Date #4 - For those who want to
delve into extreme rbmance that is on the verge of
chee.~iness this Valentine's Day. here's another
idea that will take some plan!¥ng. but won't break
your bank. Go to your significant other's residential college Qr .residence and leave a note and a
rose at the front desk or front door telling the,m to
go to another spot on campus. At thtu spot, leave
another rose and another pote, telling them to go
to yet another spot. Re~at using as many places
and roses as you wish, but have your valentine end
up in ~our special spot or at least the spot you
think is the most romantic on campus.
•
The trick: is, you have to be waiting there with
lit tea lights spread around the area and a CD player playing your ~ong. When your date arrives, proceed to dance in the moonlight and remember to
cuddle close so you'IJ stay warm. The number of
clues you leave around campus will determine the

lnE~xprMilve

Date #2- So, let's say it
to make you cook anythi
to have a romantic candle!
Orient is just what you
ball40l~-filled room with candles on
Co~!ess

State discount,
dinner went great, now what?

CLUES ACROSS
1. Pasta
6. Very large in scale or
capability
11. Narrowings
13. Barrooms
15. Gross income
16. A strong building
17. They_
18. Full of high-spirited
delight
20. large African antelope
21. One of the Cranes from
TV
23. Without (French)
24.
25. A compact mass
26. An open skin infection
27. Grating
28. Emasculate
30. Type of cheese
31. Followers
32. Rivals
33. Puppeteers Bill and Cora

c cc

1. Juvenile
2. Enclose
3. Compass pt.
4. Spanish babies
5. Hebrew calendar month
6. House servants
7. Substitute, prefix
8. New location, abbr.
9. _
& Hammersteln
1p. Identity
11. Replaced by the Euro
12. Tempers
13. A situation treated as an
observable object
14. Partially melted snow
19. Counterbalance
22. Enlightens
24. A two-wheeled vehicle
carrying artillery ammunition
26. Communicate by writing
27. Chinese Moslem
29. _ Sagan, astronomer
30. The underside of
footwear
32. American state

35. Puppet show star, Fran
38. Soviet seaport
39. Thorny Eurasian bush
with plumlike fruits
40. WordPerfect's home
42. Iowa city
43. Stiff coarse fiber from the
outer husk of a coconut
44. One of a Hottentot people
45. Austrian river
46. Creator
49. Cablegram, abbr.
50. Complacently foolish
53. Someone who keeps a
journal
55. Plugs
56. "My __," Willa Cather
novel
57. Great _ _, dogs
58. Tattles
CLUES DOWN

33. Filled with bewilderment

34. North and South _ _
35. Settled down
36. Speaking
37. Affliction
38. Female parents
39. Infections
41. An island south of Sicily
43.Rattans

amount you spend. All you need are roses, paper,
ten lights and a CD player for your song.
Total Amount: $11.84 (plus tax)."
Inexpensive Date #5 - For those of you who are
deo;perately searching for change in the couch
cushions just to stay nlive, try this date that's fun
and costs next to nothing. Take your date to Cinema International in the Curris Center Theater. Be
whisked away with the romantic comedy. "Happenstance." Arrive or pick up your date with a single rose in hand . This makes for n simple. but perfect1 cheup Valentine' s Day date.
Total Amount: $1.94 (plus tax).
Inexpensive Date #6 - Let's say you want to woo
your loved one with live music. Phone the Murray
State Trumpet Ensemble at 762-6335 to ~et up a
time for your honey to be serenaded by the beautiful sounds of the Ensemble. After the music,
give him/her a funky Valentine, straight from the
heart. This encompasses the t"'o best ways to say
'I love lou' - witp music and with something
from the heart.
Total Amount: $25 (plus tax).

Roses cost $1.94 for a single stem from WaiMart. A half dozen roses will set you back $9.92,
and a dozen adds up to S 18.74 (taK not included).
If none of these suggestions seem appropriate
for your special someone. don't stress over what
to do. Ju~t be creative and thoughtful. Above all,
remember that Valentine's Day isn't nbout how
much you spend. it's ubout who you spend it with .

47. Transgressions
48. Jacques_. French
actor
51. The 14th letter of the
Hebrew alphabet
52. Anger
54. _ Howard, movie direc- h.r--4--f--tor

We now have "pull on tires" - name brand, almost new

EVERY DAY: Oilllilter only $18.95
Up to 5 quarts ol a basic brand oil

Mechanics on hand daily
Mon. - Sat. 8 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
COME ON IN!I NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED!!

----You"ll be aheaa of the game!---To learn more about our Masters and Specialist degrees, log onto the MSU Homepage
at www.murraystate.edu and click on Prospective Students/Graduate Studies!

~-----------1

:

Located at 507 S. 12th St. (next to Log Cabin Restaurant) 759-0003

Heald-liMped

~ 2 lunch buffets,- PI

·~

:1

------ ~

Our team of mechanics is qualified
GET THE BEST SERVICE AT A GREAT PRICE where 'The Golden Rule" is our policy!

lnc~udes
drmks

$999~u•tax •·

ua
*II"

:

1

Mon. • Fri. 11 a.m. • 2 p.m.

,.

: Olll'f

•-- -- -- _e:r·.!~~g------- • [:!!~~~~~~~~~~~
·------------------~
~ 2 dinner or weekend •

1
I

buffets

I

I

4 :30 p.m. - 8 p.m.

I

:: $10 ~-99

Includes
drinks

1

_ __. -••-d
••ge 111-=--••.-__.,..;
~~ PI~•

:
: ....,.

Weekends 11 a.m. • 9 p.m.
1
1
• - - - - - - ..E!e·.!'~·.,!9_ - - - - - - •

S§ "

•

· ~. "

sit us at one of our four convenient locations!
Murray
(270)753·3086

HWY 641 South
Hazel
(270)492-8839

417 S. Sixth St.
Mayfield
(270)251-0640

325 Main St.
Benton
(270)527-0110
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Hart College residents
furnish room with technology
by Jonathan Meado r
Staff Writer
As the saying goes, "Nothing spells success like
excess." For Hart College residents. Harrison
Yonts and his roommate Jake Cornette, nothing
could be more true. Their excess of electronics
has transformed their room into an interesting
bachelor pad.
The feng shui of their Jiving quarters could best
be described by Yonts' own word: ''Pimp."
"Pimp" would account for the top-of-the-line
electronics. posters of half-naked women clinging
to the walls, and over 25 networked speakers hidden throughout the room.
Yonts. freshman, and Cornette, freshman, have
been planning the creation of this room since their
high school days in Greenville.
"We drew up plans in English class," Cornette
saiJ. "We never really paid much attention. I
guess that's what happens when you have a lot of
lime and money on your hands."
Over the :;ummer, both held jobs to fund the
construction. planning everything from what kind
of TV they should buy to how many fish tanks are
really necessary. Their estimated budget?
"About $1,000 apiece," Cornette said. "We put
ourselves on a budget, but we probably went
over."
"We probably have about $7,000 of stuff in
here,·· Yonts said.
Among their most expensive items are: Yonts'
prized projector. a slew of electric guitars and
Cornette's custom-built computer, which he uses
primarily for gaming. '
"I'm thinking about getting a 15 inch flat screen
to put over my bed," Yonts added. "(watching TV
in bed) is kind of an addiction for me."
Bed. in general, seems to be an addiction for the
Hart resident. Yonts' bed is adorned with approximately eight pillows, and he said his chief pleasure is sleeping in it. A lot.

"I like being comfortable," he said of his luxurious sleeping area. "And if anybody else wants
(to sleep) in my bed, they can be comfortable
too."
Guests can also "get comfortable" with the roomates on their black futon, which is conveniently
separated from the sleeping area.
"If he brings home a girl and I'm wearing my
headphones in bed, I won't even know they're (on
the futon),'' Cornette said.
The room is dominated by a wooden entertainment center which houses a fish-less fish tank,
half of their guitar collection and also serves as
the backdrop for their projector screen.
With all of these expensive giL.IDos, the threat of
theft looms. But. they have already taken precautions against this.
"We've got two security cameras," Cornette
said.
One of the cameras is perched above their door.
and the other is disguised as a cell phone wedged
between an exit sign and the hallway ceiling. Both
cameras transmit their signals to a pair of monitors that hug either side of the fish tank.
"We had some money left over, and we did it
for our own amusement," Cornette said.
The cameras caused a stir with Hart College
officials, and according to Cornette, pictures were
taken of their room and sent to the fire marshal.
"They said the stuff in our room could be a
potential fire ha7.<ird," he said.
Yonts and Cornette nre not content with their
living space. Next semester. they plan to share a
suite with friends and expand their room's empire
to cover two residential college rooms.
"In one room we'll put uLI the beds and make it
a living area," Cornette said. "The other will be
strictly an entertainment room."
Stadium seating is but one of the features 'they
plan on adding to their abode in the future. But
Harrison said next time around, they're going to
limit themselves.

.

photos by l'aul Bakcrflhe News

l'reshman Harrison Yonts', prized projector (above) sits on a bookcase, projecting television programs
and movies while he and his roommate, both fro m Greenville, sit l)ack and relax on their futon that separates their sleeping area from the rest of the room. Yonts said he hopes to buy a flat screen TV to mount
above his bed for ultimate relaxation.

"

-

(left) A surveillance camera is mounted on Yonts'
doorway in a hallway of Hart College, sending
video to a monitor (above) that Yonts and room•
mate Jake Cornette, freshman from Greenville,
can watch. They estimate spending nearly $7,000
on their ulitmate "'p imp" bachelor pad. T bey said
the cameras are for security, as well as for entertainment.

Ralph Woods Memorial Award
Established to honor students who have made outstanding
contribution in service and leadership to the University campus.

Criteria:
1. Must be a December 2003 or May 2004 graduate.
2. Must be a person whose campus activities Indicate leadership.
3. Must be a person who promotes change. (Can accomplish goals
(and is of service to students and faculty.)
4. Grade point average is of no consideration.

Applications are available In the Student Government
Association office. Three letters of recommendation
(from peers, instructors or whomever you like)
validating the nominee's leadership capabilities must
be submitted

by

NOON
on

FRIDAY
MARCH 5,

2004
Sponsored by:

Thesday, Feb.17 at 9 p.m. • Pike Lodge
The B~others ofPi Kappa Alpha cordially invite the following ladies:
Abby Felix
Amanda Miller
AmberAlexander
Amber Lyles
Andrea Martin
Amy Adams
Andrea Miller
Amy Byassee
Amy Liggeus
Anna Tate
Anna Fleming
Ashley Dunn
Ashley Gamble
April Brady
Ashley Bey!
Ashley Lanham
Ashley Wheatley
Ashley Huilston
Ashley Major
Baby Oil Night girls
Ashley Prichett
Beth Knrrakc:r
Britney Hargrove
Ashley Stanton
Beth Baril
Brooke Davb
Beth Rosier
Carie Chambers
Dolly Parton
Bethany Clark
Brenna Coffey
Eron Georgia
Brittany Stunn
Hannah Goodman
Birttney Sowell
Janet Jackson
Janine Perkins
Carissa Hum
Jennifer Guthrie
Chebea Thompson
Jessica Garrison
Christy Straughn
Jessica Reed
Cora Evans
Knndi!> Garland
Courtney Cooper
Danielle Smith
Katie ArnLcn
Katie Lynch
' Janessa Morton
Jayme Gordon
Katie McMahon
Jennifer Martin
Kntk Sevi
Jennifer Samples
Kristin Roberts
Jenny Dickey
Landy Syler
Je.~si Riddle
Lane Dennison
Joni Flegle
Laura Holt
Leslie Hymes
Kristen Pyle
Klisty Ball
Lindsay Stewart
Kylie Cox
Lindsey Melton
Ladies of I 605 Miller St.
Lindsey Phillips
Mallory E:;tos
Megan Haverstock
Megan Rogers
Mary Beth Elder
Megan Smith
Meridith Gates
Momma Nancy
Nancy Diaz
Nillie Djas~erni
Nikki l3ell
Pamela Zibari
Paris Hilton
Sara Rail
Rachel Darga
Surn Williams
Sara Drake
Snrah Powell
Sam Staffford
Sara Swinney
Shannon Miller
Stephanie McDaniels
Snrah Shook
Su~an Green
Sarah Weis
Tbh Lyght
Shannon Fluke
Tracey Winter
Tara Evans
Whitney Burroughs
Valerie Penny
Abby Miller
Whitney Douglas
Adrianne Huffine
Allison l\1ajor
Alli~a Rice
Amanda Hendrick.'>

Allyson McMillin
Amanda Carter
Amy Adams
Amy Rogers
Annelise Grogan
A~hley Arnold
Ashley Richey
Ashley Simmons
Ashley Thompson
Ashleigh Barnhill
Beth Ann Dunavant
Beth Wyman
B-luv Dunavant
Brandy Enoch
Birttany English
Brittany Yancy
Brooke Fugate
Christin Yates
Danielle Sutterer
Erin Murphy
Hannah Goodman
Holly Walker
Jeanie Morgan
Jemrie Seals
Jessi Riddle
Kutie McGrcgm
Kuyla Elliott
Lulu Atah
Lauren Hines
Lauren Kinsey
Leslie Schwcaunan
Lmdsay Boer
Mallory Cathey
Mandy Mayer
Marilee Cross
Maya Angelou
Megan Fonuow
Molly Simms
Natalie Slayden
Natalie Sutton
Novie Price
Rachel Almond
Rachel Kroetz
Robyn Futrell
Sarah Misbach
Tern Houston
Terra Dunn
Tiffany Snow
Tiffany White
Abby Baden
Allie Hunt
Amanda Biller
Amber Bivens

Andrea Nestor
Ashley Hayes
Audrey Cooke
Bailey Murphy
. Betsy Hull
Brittany Bofart
Candice Cochrurn
Casandra Erscl
Danni Harrison '
Emily Stratman
Emily Thomason
Holly Jansen
Jackie Thomas
Jennifer Ward
Jessica Wilson
Jill Pulkerson
Julie Lashley
Knite Stout
Katie Cochran
Katie Dunman
Kaite Fowlkes
Kaitc Kemezys
Kimberly Bunnngc
Kri~tin Larkins
Lacey Ford
Lacey Latimer
Laura Oppegard
Laurie Beaton
Laune Duepner
Leslie Whitehead
Lindsay Andre
Lisa Pfiffer
Lori Upton
Mary Rybicki
Megan Alvey
Michelle Meyer
Nikki Stewart
Rebecca Remington
Sarah Willimas
Stephany Clark
Tarni McGuccn
Theresa Reedy
Tiff any Elam
Tony>~ Wirgau
Trista Curtis
Whitney Medley
Virginia Talor
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2004-2005 school year...
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Opinion Editor
College Life Editor
Assistant College Life Editor
News Editor
Assistant News Editor
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· Online Editor
Chief Copy Editor
Advertising Manager
Ad Production Manager
Editor In Chief
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'Breds prepare for 2004
Murray State alumnus accepts baseball dream job
by Lauren Heins
Staff Writer
Murray State has a special place in
Rob McDonald's heart, and he is excited
about coaching the University's baseball
team as he begins his first season as head
coach for the Thoroughbreds.
Many of his family members have
attended Murray State over the years and
made their mark in University history.
"My dad was the captain and the quarterback his senior year on the football
team. and my mom was Miss MSU,"
said McDonald.
McDonald was also a Thoroughbred
and studied physical education at Mur·
ray State while playing for the team. He
said his senior year on the team revealed
to him that coaching baseball was what
he wanted to do.
" I learned that I loved teaching skills
of baseball and helping baseball players
develop further," said McDonald. "College baseball players are the best to work
with."
McDonald said Murray State is a Divi sion I school with the ability and opportunity to compete with other Division I
schools in the Ohio Valley Conference.
"Baseball is a different sport, it's very
unforgiving and an individual spon
played ns a team," McDonald said. "This
is a game that takes skill and dedication."
McDonald played baseball under
baseball coach John Reagan. Reagan, for
whom 1he Thoroughbreds' home field is
named, influenced McDonald. Reagan
was an all-star basketball player who j ust
had his number retired at Murray State.
"Coach Reagan was the top coach in
the country when I played," McDonald
said. "He exhibited such class. He is a
greut and honorable person in baseball."
Before the coaching position opened
at Murray State, McDonald turned down
several coaching positions from across
the nation.

Rashod Taylor/The News

Junior Thoroughbred catcher Chad Fogel observes teammate junior catcher Bo Baxter during batting practice
Wednesday. The ' Breds are gearing up to compete for the O hio Valley Conference championship in May.
"I didn't want to chase baseball
around the country.'' McDonald said.
McDonald wanted to stay near Union
County. his wife's home area. He wanted to be able to raise his children in Murray. When the coaching position opened
last year, McDonald said he was excited.
" It was always my dream job,"
McDonald said . ..Murray is a great community and a great place to raise a family. Everyone has an identity here."
Murray State baseball players are
gearing up for a busy season. The 'Breds
may play up to 56 games this season.
according to a National Collegiate Athletic Association ruling.

McDonald said Murmy State bao;eball
players work hard at practice and take
part in maintaining their field and equip·
rnenr.
"These guys are not spoiled." MeDon·
aid said ...Our team takes care of our
fiel d and keeps it maintained. J deal with
a quality group of college baseball play·
ers."
Thoroughbreds are kept busy on and
off the field with workouts.
"Workouts are longer and harder this
season," said Austin Swain, freshman
center fielder.
Jamie Leidolt~ freshman right fielder,
said he hopes more students will take

Sportsman Valentine's Day
gift amplifies outdoor noise
A fellow whose everyday routine revolves
around hunting and fishing can be a tough fellow
to buy gifts for, especially Valentine's Day gifts.
When that special someone asks him repeatedly.
"What would you like
for Valentine's Day?"
and he answers repeatedly. ''I don't really need
anything," things get
tough.
This year I believe I've
found the perfect Valentine's gift for sportsmen.
Sportsmen are usually
men of practicality. If they get a gift, they want it
to be useful. If it's useful to somebody besides
them, that makes it even better. They want their
money· s worth.
This year, I believe a Walker's Game Ear would
be a fine gift. This little device makes the hard-ofhearing hunter able to hear even the slightest snap
of a twig. Its ad in Cabela's catalog says, "All are
equipped with high-frequency response microphones to detect and magnify sounds that would
otherwise go unnoticed."
This means when that special someone tells him
to take out the garbage, he can' t use the excuse "I
was watching Bill Dance catch catfish. I didn't
hear you."
There are other benefi ts to wearing a Game Ear
besides hearing critters coming and staying on
good terms with that special someone. The folks
at Walker's Game Ear knew that amplifying certain sounds while in the field would be a good

OVC
APSU
MSU
TTU
Morehead
Samford
EKU
jSU
TSU
UTM
SEMO
EIU

11-0

9-1
6·4

Men's Basketball Schedule
Feb. 14
Samford at Morehead State, 6.30 p.m
jacksonville State at Eastern Kentucky, 6:3U p.m.
SEMO at Tennes~e State, 7 p.m.
Murray State at Ausin Pe.Jy, 7:30 p.m.
Tenne!<!<C.'C-Martin at Tennessee Tc.'Ch, 7:30 p.m.

6·4

11-10

5-5
4-6

10-1 1
9-12

4-7

11·11
4-15

Florida Gulf Coast Univ. at Eastl'm llllnob, 7:05p.m.

8-14
10·12

Feb. 17

3-5
3-7
3-8
3·8

Feb. 16

M urray State at Tennessee-Martin, 7:30 p.m.

5-16

Feb.19
Tennessee State afMurray State, 7:15p.m.
Eastern Kentucky at SEMO, 7:15
Tenncs~·c Tech at Jacksonville State, 7:30p.m.
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Will Bramley is the outdoor columnist for the
'Murray State News·

Overall
14-7
19-4
12·9
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Tennis team remains confident:

thing. Soft sounds like a buck grunting or a turJ...ey
strutting can be brought to sound levels easily
detectable. Amplifying other things, like the blast
of a 12-gauge magnum, could be a problem.
Twelve-gauge magnum blasts are why many
sportsmen need to have a Game Ear in lhe first
place. Anyhow. Walker's added an extra feature.
The Cabela's ad says...State-of-the-art circuitry
includes a safety shut-off device lhat helps protect
you from loud sounds including mu:t.~.le blasts."
For a Valentine's Day ad, they should say "loud
sounds including muZlle blastc; and yelling." Sure,
he' ll hear that special someone when she asks him
to take out the garbage. but lhe flip side is that
special someone can't yell. Yelling y,·ould activate
the Game Ear's ..:;afcty device, making him oblivious to the command.
Dependin~ upon the application, whether at
home or in the tield, the sound amplilication on
the Game Ear can be adjusted . While in the field.
he can adjust it to its ma'<imum sensitivity. While
at home, that special someone will probably never
know if he reduces the:: sensitivity just a tad.
I believe I've got this thing figured out. A couple can go in together and buy a single Walker's
Game Ear and it would be a great gift to both of
them. I'm sure the post-Valentine's Day bickering
would be drastically reduced because of this fine
little device. In fact, they say communication is
the name of the game when one is in a relationship. With the help of a Walker's Game Ear, there
may never be another lover's quarrel, at least not
until the batteries expire.

Men's Basketball Standings

interest in the games this year and come
show their support.
"During practice, no one is standing
around," Leidolf said. "Everyone is constantly working on something."
New seating is expected to be constructed around the stadium and the
' Breds are to receive a new indoor practice faci lity, said McDonald.
The 'Breds are practicing this season
to become one of the six tearns competing in the OVC Tournament to be held
May 26-30 in Paducah. The OVC champion then moves on to 1he NCAA College ;world Series that is held at various
schools ucross the nation.

Feb 20
Feb 21

==·

Repeated losses make players
prepare for tough opponents
by Erin Richar ds
Editor in Chief

Although they haven't won a game
this semester. the men·s tennis team is
far from worricJ. In between serious
volleys during WeJnesday's practice.
the men joked, teased and seemed generally ut ease.
Maybe it's because they have a plan.
The team's losses to the University of
Louisville. Vanderbilt University and
Indiana University. respectively. reflect
a strategy in which the players belie\'e
wholeheartedly. That strategy involves
getting beat by big schools wtth strong
pro1,'111ms early in the season because it
makes them tough and ready to dish out
their own lashings against Ohio Valley
Conference contenders like Austin
Peay today.
"Getting whipped early in the season
really prepares us for later tough
moh.:hes in the Ohio Valley Conference," said fre.~hman Jeff Lester, who
explain<.>d the truth behind the statistics.
"On the scorecards, it looks like we've
been wiped out. but the score doesn't
rellcct how good we have played. Our
Je,cl of play has been raised as a result
(of these pac;tthree matches)."
Even thuugh he's only a first-year
player, Lester said he sees past the fact
that the team lost and recognizes the
benefits of such competitions.

"You cun really learn n lot by watching the discipline these other teams
have," he said. "Playing tho~ three
teams would be like playing 10 games
against easier opponents.''
Clayton Clark, from Belleville. Ill.,
said it "only gets easier from here on
out" after losing to such strong teams.
The freshman player said the play ::;o
far hao; prepared them for what they
have w do to win Friday.
Players talke<.! about the changes in
the team this year. which include new
doubles matchups and the cohesiveness
of the team as a whole.
"Last year our doubles record was
pretty bad," said sophomore Craig
Jacobs. from Murray. 'This year. we're
working much better."
Strong performances from doubles
panners Jacobs and junior Adam
Maskill, resulted in three victories over
Vanderbilt and what teammate Lester
said was a "hell of a match·• at Indiana.
The pairing of seniors Zakaria
Bahri. and Masimba Muskwe, also
holds promise.
"Zak and Simba are really coming
together as a double~ team." !.aid
Lester. "I can tell by the way they move
out there that they' ve got really good
chemistry. We like to tease them and
cull them the 'old married couple,' but
you can tell they work well together.''
Team members also are counting on

Women's Basketball Standings
ovc
Over<Jll
APSU
JSU
TTU
SEMO
EKU
Morehead
UTh1
MSU
EJU
Samford
TSU

9-1
7·3
7-3
7·4

5-5

15-6
13-7
12-9
12-10
10-11
9·12
9·12

5-5

9-12

3·8

6-16
8· 13
1·19

6-4
6-4

1-9

0-10

strong performances from their senior ·
players, who Jacobs said have really
picked up the pace and worked hard
this year.
Lester said Bahri, a senior who con-:
tinues to lead the team by example on :
the court, is also expected to shine inZ
the team's first conference match Fri- :
i
day.
•
..1 think Zak is going to come out." .
Jacobs said. ''He's been sick, but it's
his senior year. He' s worked hard, and
he want.; to suck it up and get three.
wins this weekend."
~
In addition to strong leadership,
players agreed their heightened camaraderie this year was also a factor in
strengthening the team.
·
The team has added 6:30 a.m. run~
ning workouts to its training regime;
and some players have added more per;
sonallifting workoutc; as well.
•
Sophomore Chesley Gibson, said the
running workouts were part of what
brought the team closer together this
year. in addition to improving the play!
ers' overdll fitness level.
:
"We're always upbeat," Gibson said:
"Even though it isn't as exciting to ruri
sprints and stairs in Racer Arena, once
we stan playing conference teams, th~
running will start to pay off. We're
deeper this year, everyone's got a real:
ly good attitude. If we play hard, we
have a good chance to win the ovc:·:
Jacobs couldn't agree more.
!
"We've taken our beatings, and noV:
it's time to dish them out,'' he said.
The men will face off against Alabama A&M and Vincennes tomorrow.

Women's Basketball Schedule
Feb. 14
Jacksonville State at E.1stcm Kentucky, 4:30p.m.
Samford at Morehead State, 4:30p.m.
Southeast Missouri State at Tennessee State, 5 p.m.
Samford at Austin Peay, 5:30p.m.
Murray State at Austin Peay, 5:30p.m.
l'cnnl'Sl'C·Martin at Tennessee Tech, 5:30p.m.

Feb.17
M urray State at Tennessee-Martin, 4:30 p.m.

Feb. 19
Tcrmes$N' T(.>ch at Jacksonville State, 5 p.m.
Austin Peay at Samford, 5 p.m.
Ea5tem Kentucky at Southeast Missouri, 5 p.m.
Tennessee State at Murray State, 5:15 p.m.
Morehead State at Eastern lllinojs, 5:15p.m.
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University tea01s
add new talent
by J ake Lowary
Sports Editor
For junior college and high school athletes, competition means more than just games against the other teams.
They are also competing for the attention of college
recruiters like Murray State head coaches Mike Minielli
and Joe Pannun7io, who both handed out letters of intent
to almost 30 players last week.
Signing Day. as it is called, is the first day collegiate
head coaches are allowed to sign new athletes to national letters of intent. Between Minielli's soccer team and
Pannunzio's football squad, 29 names were added to
their respective ro~ters Wednesday.
Athletic Director E.W. Dennison said the process of
signing new recruits is complicated but generally focuses around networking and the contacts that coaches have
with other coaches and players. Dennison said he looks
for demeanor and academic standing over physical ability when recruiting new athletes.
"(The athletic department) understands that (the University) is an academic institution." Dennison said. "We
need to bnng in student athletes (who) are capable of
excelling in the classroom."

Football signs 22
Twenty-two names were added to the football roster
on the first day of signing and include athletes from a

range of positions and with varied experiences.
Junior Daniel Rumley is transferring to Murray State
from the University of North Carolina, a Division I
school. He is listed as a wide receiver who stands 6 feet
5 inches tall and weighs 210 pounds.
Pannunzio said Rumley could fill the wide receiver
position left vacant by graduating senior Deandre Green.
Rumley startt:d at North Carolina last season and has the
height and speed Pannun1jo said he wanK
Rumley' s future teammate is Fernando Durden from
Marshall University in Huntington. W.Va .. also a Division I school. Dun.len is listed a'i a wide receiver and
defensive back which Pannunzio said will prove useful
to the Racer team. A player who can play both sides of
the ball is always a good catch, he said.

Pannunzio answers to criticism
Pannuzio's offensive li:le came under much scrutiny
last season. As a possible remedy. Pannunzio and his
staff signed Ari1.ona native, junior offensive lineman Jason Bays who is listed ao; 6 feet 8 inches
tall, 340 pounds.• and previously played at
Scottsdale Community College in Arizona.
Bays will not be the only man in the trenches
over 300 pounds for Murray State. Junior Josh
Rcbant, from Highland Community College, is listed at
320 pounds.
Eight future players including Bays are already
enrolled at Murray State and are waiting to get their feet
dirty in Roy Stewart Stadium this fall, according to a
memo for the Athletic Department.
The prospects for the 2004 season look good for the
Racers. However, the real evaluation cannot be completed until a couple of years down the road.
"There is no way to really evaluate the recruits (whom)
we have signed until two or three years down the road

when they have gotten u
chance to play and show
themselves,'' Pannunzio
said.
The main objectives
Pannunzio
said he had in
mind
this
recruiting season were to
iill the holes
graduating
seniors were vacating and the areas in
the running game and
offensive line that he felt
needed work.
Pannun7io said he tackled
.:t-~ some of the (:hallengcs the team
b"::: faced but there is much time left
~~ in the recruiting season.
'r$'
''We still have an important time
"'~ ahead of us,'' he snid. '·I want to add
$" some depth, and at the same time I want
to create a level of competition for the players."
Pannunzio said he surpassed his goal of signing
seven students at the end of last semester with eight new
players. On the other side of campus, Minelli wa~ doing
the same with new soccer talent.

Soccer gains boost in athleticsm
As of Wednesday afternoon, Minielli officially signed
seven players, with more plunning to sign later in the
week. Minielli said he sought physical characteristics
during his recruitment .

"We went in (to the recruiting season) looking for
more speed, si:~.e and to be a more physical team," he
said.
Minielli achieved his goal by signing seven highschool prospects last Wednesday. Sara Struve, from
Chesterfield. Mo., is one of the athletes he sees as a
speed asset.
"Sara is very fast and we will use her where we are
lacking speed. She normally plays defender or forward,
and she is just what we need to be a faster team in 2004."
'Molly Wolfe, from Fountain Hills, Ariz., also got the
nod from Minielli.
"Molly can play any position on the field, though
she'll probably play defender at Murray State. She is a
very fast and physical player. She certainly fills all of our
needs and will be an impact player for us," he said.
The Racer soccer team had a losing season in 2003 finishing at 6-10-5. However, the team was severely
plagued by unexpected injuries that may continue to
affect next season's play.

Minielli has goals for diversity
"'The kids we want were different, and we were trying
to give the team some diversity,'' Minielli said. "The
more physical teams killed us last sea~n. so we tried to
get the players that we needed to fix that."
Minielli said he does his scouting by attending large
tournaments that feature many different players from
schools across the nation.
"Soccer has big youth tournaments in different places,
like Florida, that have teams from all around the country." he said. "We go down and watch game after game
seeing different players."
Min ielli said he prides himself in being able to say that
he has seen every athlete he signed play. The signing
period ends when the fall semester begins.

Stock team takes second in region, MTSU wins
Stock
Team
Coach
Don
Delaney talks to
j unior Cassie Ferris, from Farmington,
Mo.,
before her class
on Feb. 7-8 at the
University of Tennessee-Martin.

Megan Arozman/

guest

by Erin Richards
Editor in Chief
After wrapping up its regular season ut
University of Tennessee-Martin's horse
show last weekend, the stock seat team
missed becoming the regional champions
and fell reserve to Middle Tennessee State
University for the second year in a row.
"I was trying to get the championship,"
said Stock Team Coach Don Delaney,
adding that poor luck in dl"awing mounts
contributed to the team's loss.
Megan Arozman, who rides for the Stock
seat and hunt seat teams, said the stock rid·
ers were really disappointed about losing to

MTSU ugain.
'1'his year. the real difference tor both
teams is thl· addition of so many new people," said the junior from Sheridan, Ill. "It's
been a struf!gle from the beginning because
\\C had a lot of new freshmen and transfer
students who didn't really know the

process."
Delaney was pleased that 13 riders had
qualified for the regional competition at the
University of the South in about six weeks.
The hunt seat team, currently fifth in the
region, will compete in its next show Feb.
28 and 29 at MTSU.
Senior Julie Pfeiffer, from Equality, Ill.,
said the team has been challenged by a defi-

ciency of higher level riders.
"We're doing really well considering we
don't have a full team," said Pfeiffer,
explaining that the team doesn't have any
riders qualified to ride in the open jumping
division. and that one open flat rider was
currently injured.
"What we do have is a really strong
novice division and a really good intennediate division," Preiffer said. "We keep asking them, 'Can't you guys point up any
faster'?'"
The hunt seat team will finish its regular
season at Murray State'.s own horse show.
March 13-14.
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Racers ready to break Govs'' hearts
by Nathan
Clinkenbeard
Assistant Sports Editor
Murray State's men's basketball
team has only one thing in mind
on Valentine's Day, and it has
nothing to do with winning the
hearts of women.
The men want hearts. but only
those of the Austin Peay Governors in Saturday's marquee
matchup with the defending Ohio
Valley Conference champion.
The Govs remain in first place
going into Thursday night's game
with II straight wins. The Racers
stand at 9· I in the conference with
the only loss coming from Samford in its first conference home
game of the season.
In the beginning of the season,
the OVC coaches and sports information directors selected Austin
Peay us the team to beat in the
conference. However. Murray
State· s 19-4 overall record has
turned hends nationally as the
Racers still stand ahead of the
Govs in Collegl!lnsider.com's
Mid-Mujor Top 25 poll.
Although this game will not be
on national or regional television,
the nation is reminded of this
game by ESPN.com's Joe Lunardi, who named Saturday's game as
one of live games of the week
being played on Valentine':. Day
in his Bracketology section.
Austin Peay may have the worst
scoring offense in the OVC at 62.6
points a game. but it• bousts the
No. I defense in the conference at
59 points a game. and that is what
ha.' Head Coach Mick Cronin so
concerned.
"They're a devastating team
defensively. and they know how
to win," Cronin said. "I don't

Man .. gr:mnnl M.t;ur,! lnlmnsh•ps
a vail.1hlt' 111 tt~~ort acuvilir:s, front
oflice .1 nd food se rv ic:f' Mi·rtiL
Reach .1nd 1-lill"n llr!:Jd, SC,
Orl<1ndo, H . Join u s for i1 S('me~ter
or surnl{lcr gaining h.tnds on e•pe·
r1encc in sunnv resort location~!
Cali 1· 801)-864-6762 o>r cmdil;
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CLOSERS IN liOMI: 51 Ill KS· Icun

a tornpany that h run by Sales·
people. Nl'w Revolution.Jry Pro·
prietary Sy~ll.'m to Qu,11iry I cads.
We're )o Confident in our l.caJs
Th,tl Wr• P.1y Yuu to Run theiT\
evnn i( \'Oll don't "•II!! Wt• proVIclt•; •2 Preset, Qualiiil'd .lpp<lllll·
ml'nts Per Day •Exciting P.1y Per
Demo Progr.1m •E><IICCI to Make
SBOO·S 12001PC'r Week or ,\1ore
•Health Bcnellt~ 'A Pro~Pn Selling
System . Mr . Ulisct t ·877- 1924'180 Cr~flmJ!IC Adju".thiP l!~s
FIRl FIC.II T[ RS lt.>.Hn firclighting
,kills. C.rcat pay, benefits. Mu-t
relocall! 17· 34 yedrs old; H.S
diploma. C.1ll M-f 800·284-6289.

think their talent gets enough credit because of their style of play.
They know how to win, and
they've got a lot of senior leadership. That's why you see Austin
Peay win so many close games.
They know how to win down the
stretch, and that comes from their
leadership."
The Govs are being led this year
by senior forward Adrian Henning
who is scoring 13.7 points per
game and grabbing 6.6 rebounds
per game. Senior center Josh
Lewis is averaging 9.6 points a
game and 7.6 rebounds a game,
but it is his post defense that helps
Austin Peay the most. Lewis leads
the OVC in blocks with 2.4 per
game.

" I don't think (Austin
Peay's) talent gets enough
credit because of their
style of play. They know
how to win, and they've
got a lot of senior leadership. "
MickCronin
Men's Ba:;kctball Head Coach

Murray State i~ led by senior
forward Cuthbert Victor with his
15 points and I 0.8 rebounds per
game. Victor is ranked fourth in
the nation in the rebounding category. Junior forward Kelvin
Brown, who was recently reinstated by Cronin after a suspension.
averages 13.8 points and 4,1
rebounds per game.
Both teams rely on their seniors
for the majority of the minutes

being trt•at~>d like
lor .1 CJrriN th~l
carPs aboul you and your family. Call
Kn•ghl Tr.1nsportatlon today. 888·
34~'1 www.knighurans.com.
DR IV[ R·Stop

go~~b.tgc ... Drive

DR lVI RS: BLST gets Detter! Com·
pany up to .45 cents. Teams lo
.53 Cl'nts 010 to ')J cents pPr
milel New lease Purlha<e Plan
wiSO Down! C.11l 1-llOO·GI·
DRIVL, www.cfidrive.rom

J

ATHNTION ~

Tuilion
Pa1d
Tru c k
Drtvcr and
Equ1pment Opcr.ttcH

senior point guard, Corey Gipson,
and a lot of senior le<~dership."
As Joe Lunardi says on
ESPN.corn, "the champ and the
challenger finally hook up." Both
teams have had this game circled
on their calendars for a while after
Austin Peay went to the "Big

DRIVfR: $1 SilO Sign-On Bonu~
for E LA 1 U£:D DRIVE.RS~ G rr .11
Frcightill.ltles, Must have CDI-A;
I Yt!.Jr OTR. C,11J 877-560-882'l
or llpply online www roberson·
contrM tors.com . EOE.

MOTIVAHD MEDICAl Blllii\G
5PI.C1Ali5TS NHDlD. I :.pe ri·
ence wilh Meui~oit preferred.
ComfJl•lilive w.Jges & bcncfils .
Mad rt•wnw to MSLIC, Box
117h 1, I exington, KY 40577.

C.O. t .
He.l\ly

Rashod Taylor/The News

O~IVI'R . [arn up 10 .17¢ pe r mile
GR£AT SUMMlR CAMP JOI!Sr
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long friends and kayak in ~our
dnv•ng school graduiJies. 48·
free time' G11l Scouts of KentuckState OTR. 800·553·2778.
iana hiring for Bear Creek Aquatic Camp (KY L•• lcc) and C.1mp
DJ.ttVF R-Au: you looking for
Pcnnyrny.1l (we$tern KY). Camp
llo•uet•me, Money, 5tJbillly,
roun~nlur~. l ifeguM1h, Bnatin~
Respl'cl We can help• Region·
Staff, llcahh Supcrvi~or, Bu~ine~s
ai/OTR positions, bpcrience
Mdn.Jger, W.Jtcrfront Director
required, flatbed lr;llnlng w/expe·
IWSil. nnd Cooks Excellent ben·
rience. Complete BenC'firs Packeflts, fun trad•tlons and plo~yful
ag~41·~1 cxt.·E!_l35.
atmosphere! Apply today ,lt
www .kygirlscoutr.1mps org
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DRIVr I<· COVENANT
TRANS·
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our ncw pay plan Ask .1bout our
JOIN THF SOIITiiWOODS
Regional Runs. Owner Operators,
WAY Southwoods is J co-ed
Eo.perienc<'d Drivers, Solos, Teams
residential children ' s camp
and Graduate Students. Call J.
in the Ad1rondack Moun·
888-MOREPAY (1·888-667·1729).
tains of New York South-

DRIVlR·Now (am Mnre! htrrPJse in
P.ly P,l( k.tge. Contr,K tors & Company
N!'<.'<l•~d. llatbed-Rcfrigcfdtl'<l·Tanker.
Over-the-road. Some ~egional. Commercial DriVer'~ license Tr.Jining. 180()..771·63 18. www. prlmemc.com

woods is SN•king ENTIIUSI·
AS TIC, [NI RGt' IIC, AND
r·UN - LOVING
Individuals
to make a po~111v1• tmptiCt
on ,, child's life . Pos•ttons
are JVdilahlt• 111 the areas
of; group leading ,lthletlcs,
outdoor o~dvenrurc , creative
,1 nd performing arts, W<l t cr
sporl~ i!nd much more! I!Pn cllts of working .u Soulhwoods include ~.1lary, travel , room, board, laundry,
and much morel For more
information and to tompletc ••n application ple.He
cont.tCI
u~ :
www.southwoods.corn I ·800·449-3357

I>~IVf;R
1 RAINrF.S-NO
EXI'IRIENCt;
NHIH!)J
Avl•ragl.' SbOO S!.l00/wccl< 1
Horne <1ften I ull benefits ,
Tr.1lnee p:Jy avail.:~ble. Job
Stabtliry Swth TransporiOI ·
tion . 1-877·443·8:.!89.
-~-

D~IV!cRS:

Owner Oper~tors
lmmetliatclyl
Up
lo
$,,0/mi. 1OQ% fut•l Sl•rch.Hg,.
No for~:ecJ dispatch, Home week·
end,, Older truc ks welcome
T& 1 Dedic.. lcd Carriers, Inc.,
louisville, KY 1·800-.511·0082.
St~rr

--- - IS I ATE PI ANNING:

bt;.~bl•~hccl

iltn1 seeks in horne sale~ reps to
pre,ent e~IJil' planninR p;~ckagP
to prosp~cttve clients. $80K+
income potential C.:~ll R1cn at
800·860·8275, Ext. 410.

FOR SALE
fORMAlS fOR SAL£:: St•ap·
less, royal blue ~at•n with
$houlder
wrap,
size
&,
S80. 00. One shoulder strap,
red/orange, $1Ze 10, S 100.
Both dre~~e' worn once! C;all
(l70l 49.:!-(11 !i l_::•fter 5 p . m

AVON-Entrepreneur want·
cd Musl be willing to work
whenever vou want, be
your own boss, ond enp1y
unlimited enrn1ngs . let ' s
t.tl k . 8 88-94 2 -40~-1

1'1'17 fREIGIITI.Ir>;l R with b CAR
11AUUR Good lires, new PTO,
460 Detrmt, rnid -roof 'leeper.
hcellent tondit•on. Fre,h DOl
1nspection. $22,500. See il online;
www .mi lamsautosale,/carha u ler ,
1-1:18fl-842·707fl.

DRIVERS: Wf.'- ve Dune the Math.
Company Drivers, 40¢/mile x
1500 miles .. ZIP. 33¢/mlfe x 3000
• S'l'lO + bonus. OIOp '10¢/mile x
1800 • ZIP. OIOp 83¢/mlie :.
JOO!l - $2490 Tc.1m~ 35¢/mile.
Welcome to l!u~ke Country 800879·2·11H> ~ 28&.

16- DAY CARHR !RAINING·
DR lVI R TRAINErS WANTED!
ClASS-A COL & Refresher
Tr;11ning
NatiOnwide
Job
Pl;acement Assis1,1nc:c. Com ·
p.1nies
Hiring,
Oiiering
fui11on Reimbursement . 1600·1!83-0171. ML St,.rling,
KY DflTAACAIHMY. COM

TRff,l First 10 c.•IIPrs receive~ a
iree satellite TV System High
Speed Internet now available ,\II
arNS oi t<Y Covert>dl Service dS
low dS $29.'l5/mo, Business, Dl'al·
ers and Result•rKc Welcomed!
C:.Jll 1-800-4'lJ.')77') .

OWNER OPERATORS!! Earn
80% oi I 00% of the groH rev·

CDl-A DRIVERS: Minimum 6
Months OTR "Teams Runs to West

4-ROOM
DIRfCTV
I R[[
SYSTEM Including ln$talla·
11on 1 free 3-Month~ 1180

(2 70) 759-0420
or mnstrtmsc@earthlink.net
Hours: 10 a.m.- 5 p.m. (Mon.Fri.) & 10 a.m. · 4 p.m. (Sat.)

Gt4.iLar Lessons At•ailable

Dance" last year and the Racers
bolted off to u blazing stan.
The two teams will be looking
to break each others' hearts on
Valentine's D<~y. and there will
certainly be no low between them
on the court.
All is fair in love and basketball.

ch.1nnels) w/sub·
Access 225+ TV
l.h.:~nncls . Digit.ll qualllyl
l•mitt!d otfer. Restrictions
.lpE.!r..._l - 800·~-~ &

scription

1.:.

WOlf!
TANNING
BEDS
AFFORDABlE
•CONVENIENT
Tan At Home, Parment~ From
$25fmonth. f Rlf Color Catalog.
Call Today 1-888-839 -5 t60 ,
ww~.np.er~_
,,,_
,_
• .<:
_
'c_
m_
l _ _ _~
At l NFW HAPPY jACK ProDog
CRl & P10Pup {R) · dewnrmer,
Chewable, llavorccl. Conve·
nlenr, economll al . Gels all 4
m.11or worms . for pups and
large dogs . Distributed by Far·
thing;, 800-J73·0.:..4.:.."':..:2:.:.-_ _

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
SSC'ASHSS Cash now ior srruc·
tured settlements, annuities, o1nd
in~urance payouts. (800) 7!14·
7310 J,C . Wl!ntworth ... JG W•'lll·
worth Me.1ns C.1~h Now r or
Structured Sf'tllemcnts.
CASH fOR STRUCTURED SfiTl(MENl/Annuity pay·ments. Its
your money• Get cash now when
you ncPd I! most! Oldt>~tlhflst in
the buqness Snltlem«!nl Pur·
r hasers. l·tl77·Muney·Me.
ATTLNTION
tiOMFOWN ·
ERS . Display Home~ Wanted
for
V1nyl
Siding
Replacem••nt Windows . No
f'aymcnts until ..!005 . P.•y rnenl> slolfling at $8'1. 00
per month. All credit qu:•lilies. Co~ll 1 · 800-l51-084l.

FOR RENT
MURRAY PI.ACE Apt. liS lc.He
S 199/month. Cable, all utili' ies. (270) 83 2 · 04l3
-~-- -----~

A
BFAUllfUI,
COMPLEll
SMOKY MOUNTAIN WEDDING .
Onginal log Wedding Chapel
~verything prov•ded: photo~.
vtc.leo, flow•·"· formal weo~~, cablos. Smok•es ht>\t v.1lu!'. 1-llOO·
2!>1·5683 www ,srnokymounttlln•
werld•ngc:~apels.co~
_
COMll-iOMr TO CHERRY BlOSSOM Vlll AGf 111 Georgetown!

Enjoy Beauuful views, Interstate
conventenc.e, (hampionsh•p Golf
and Qu;unt Re5taurant dinrng .
MembN~hips and homesil<•s Info
'i(J2.-';70·'18.J<JI

Tour Op<'rntor to Jam ;uca , Cancun, Acapulco, Baham.1s and
llortd.l . Rlggest p.Htlcs. best
clubs! Call for group d•sct><Jflts.
lnforrn31111nlrP~NIIaiiOII~ 1·800·
&48-4fl•l'l or www .o;tstr,•vd .c nm

REAL ESTATE
NEW 1600 SQ . fT
lOG
CABIN
sheU
with
l.1ke
acce\' S. Ire(' b11il l slip on
3 5 , 0 0 0 .1 c r c I " I< e i n T·~ n ·
n e s~ c e
h i II ~ .
S B 9 , 'I o0 •
Term$ 800-704-31 r,4 tlKI.
544 Sunset Ba~. LLC

--

-----

NEW LA!o:E CABIN: S79,900.
New!)· Built 1 ~00 Sq. Feel
Ced.11 Sided Cah1n on I ,,ke
Cumherl,111d . Screen<.!d P.ttio,
Wooded, V1cws, Loit, rtc .
800-770·'1311 hi. 992.

TRAVEL
Spring BmJ~ l'anama City $19111
7 night~. 6 free parlies, lrt•e <Oil •
ers and drinks. 5 day SprinR
Breo1k tldhamas Cruise $2 7 91
Cancun, Jam.JIC.l, N.JSS.lu S52 91
D<~ytona
S 1591 www. spr•ng·
breaktr.111el.com 1-800·678-6386
I';\ NAMA U 1 Y HfACII, 1l.
Spring llrc~.1k : World f amuu~
Tjki liar! !>andpiper·81'11<'on
Beach
Reson,
1-600- 488·
8828,
www . sandp•JH~rbCJ ·
con com •rhe run Placcl •

,\CT NOW! BOOK 11 people, ge1
12th trip irc~e. Group dise<•unt•
for
6+
www . sprntghre.tkrli~·
counts com or (800) 818-8.!02
PANAMA CITY BEACH: Sand·
ptper-Beacon Beach Resort.
from Sl9 1- 2 pm or .11rive
Su ./Mon.-fRH n•ght. Restrictions.
Pools,
river
ride ,
Jacuui, tikl bM. !800) 481!·
8 82 8 www .sa ndp!.e_erbc.•con .

MEDICAL
DO YOU HAVE OIA8£H5 l Arc
you
tired ui out- of·pncket
expc>n"·\? We Can I tel pi 1-ree
Monilorl frt•e Syringl' 1'1Ugr.1m!
free Deliverrl Belter Ho•alth Care
Option~. t ·800·2 61 -_:4 54_

WANTED
INFORMATION. Women agl's ·15S'i: P..rllcipJte In hm111one ~uuly
a1 Tr.ln$ylv,.nia Univers ity Two
hours ol cognitiiiC', memory .1nd
mood
test5 .
Contact
Meg
U~hurch 1659) 233· 6252.

The Murray
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WORK!
DEADLINE,
3 p.m.
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SPRING BREAK 2004 : Tr,we l
wuh STS, Americn's 11 Student
Tour Operator. Cancun, A<.:apul·
co. lamau::a, Baham.1s. Biggest
partie$, best duhsl C.lll for a,~ .
counts
IIOO·f>41l·4849
or
www.ststr.lV•'I.com

- ----

SPRING IJRfAK 2004; Trav!!l
with STS, America'~ :I Student

PER WORD!

Ain't That Art

Authorized dealers of Alvarez,
Huss & Dalton. Lowden, Martin,
Parker, Yairi and more!
We also carry GEM KEYBOARDS!
Please stop in
or visit us on the Web at
www. mainstrectguitars.com

The Murray State men's and women's
track and field teams competed last weekend at the Indiana Invitational hosted by
Indiana Univer:;ity in Bloomington, Ind.
The meet is considered a very prestigious meet as muny top track schools in
the nation were invited to the two-day
event.
Leading the way for the men at the
invitational was senior thrower Garrett
Middleton, with a nimh-place finish in
the weight throw with a distance of 49'
feet 8.25 inches.
Sophomore pole vaulter Brian Edwards·
also finished in ninth-place with a vault
of 13·01.50.
Other top-15 finishers were Jeremy
Burkeen and Tim Bradley in the 5,000- '
meter run. Brandon Lanca.~ter in the mile
run and Demetrick Westbrook in the 60- ·
meter hurdle preliminaries.
The women were led by senior sprinter
Joan Letmmn who qualified for the 400meter finals and fini~hed fifth with a time·
of 56.36 seconds.
'
Junior thro"er Jamie Nurnberger finished ninth in the weight-throw competition with a throw of 52-I 1.00.
Also finishing in the top-15 were:
freshman LaShondra Durias in the 60meter dash, junior Shanah Zigler in the
pole vault and freshman Chanel Morgan
in the triple jump.
The Racers tinish the regular indoor
season on Feb. 20 at the Southeast Jnvitationnl hosted by Southeast Missouri State
in Cape Girardeau, Mo..
The outdoor season hegins March 27.
as the Racers will compete in the Southern lllinois University Spring Clao;sic.:.

Senior forward Cuthbert Victor snares a rebound in a game
against Eastern Kentucky. Heading down the stretch Victor
is No.4 in the nation in rebounding with 10.8 per game.

CoJsl •ute Model I qulpment
•Grt>at Pay Mtlcs & Bcneiits. Call
Steve Mox Tru~k•ng. Ask for
M.lrt i. 1-800·253-5148.

lf AKN TO OPERA TF Hulldo!er~,
h.lckhoes. r XCdV.ItOf\ & more! No
expl'rit•nc ,. needNII Gr!'.ll pJy &
hl'nf!lils! 1· 866·280·511.l6.

www . hl'.trll,lnJexpre~\ . cnm

Staff Report

cnue! Avero~ge over SJOOO/wk
or S 1.00/mi! $500 Orientation
Payf 48 State I latbcd Forlune
Xprnss: 877-28·1·6575.

Tratn•ng! No Upfronr Cost •f
Qua!Uiedl Earn SYOO.OO/week
plus excellen1 benef•rs aiter
tr.lining! I -800-688-7009.

DRIVI RS be home twice a
week and weekend~ . W .V.T. •~
seeking Exp'd Fl.1tbed drivers.
JJ rpm, Avg, $750·S800 wkly,
Top Renefit~. \onvl!ntional
t'quipment 1100-246-6305.

CLNT PAY RMSL WIHI
STRONG Mil ES 1 Take :~dvan 
lage now! Why w ,Ht l S. 43/mile.
Hometirnc
Benefits
fvery .
1h1ngl You desNve thi'l llt'.MI·
land hpres~ 1- R00·44t - 4953

played in games. The Racers have
a total of eight seniors on this
year's roster with six of them getling significant minutes. Austin
Peay has five senior:. on its roster.
and four of them are starters.
Tickets have been on sale for
this game for a couple weeks as
many students. faculty and fans
will be making the hour drive to
Clarksville, Tenn .. for the game.
The game i5 scheduled to start at
7:30 p.m. depending on how late
the women •s game runs. Austin
Peay is also scheduled to host a
reunion before the game of its
1986-87 team that went to the
NCAA Tournament.
Murray State only has one
opportunity to play the Govs this
year because of the recent expansion of the conference. However,
both teams are in position for a
possible matchup in the finah of
the OVC Tournament as they hold
the top 1wo positions.
The Racers will go to Tennessee-Martin for a road matchup
after the Austin Peay game and
then will have four home game!> in
eight dnys to finish the regular
!>Cason.
Austin Peay also goes on the
road to square off against Samford
and then participate in ESPN' s
Bracket Buster against Wkhita
State. The Govs then will be horne
for its final two games.
Cronin said he looks forward to
the game against Austin Peay and
the matchups on the court between
players.
"Jf you want to go player-forplayer. they've got great players."
Cronin said. "Henning is a
tremendous athlete and u tremendous ba<;ketbatt player. Josh Lewis
just dominates in the middle
defensively, and they've got a

Track team
faces Big 10
competition

Tatt9oing & Body Piercing By
Jerry • Ryan • Billy • Jason • James

Rent 2 Movies, Get 1 FREE
with MSU ID.
Located inside
Wai-Mart.

HOURS:
Monday- Saturday: 1-9 p.m.
Sunday: Appointment Only
l!OO©M@£00®~ @If ~rg~U®OO~
'i1® (gOO®©~~ lf!il@~~
759-2005
1304 Chestnut St. • Murray
Dixieland Shopplno Center
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